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The future is well and truly here. Just take 
a look at our fi t tech special on page 63 
and you'll see how advanced products 

have become. Smartwatches that connect to 
everything. Wireless devices and apps that can 
track whatever you do and wherever you go. It's 
pretty exciting, and the potential here is limitless.

What we here at SHAPE love most about all this new 
technology is how much it can help to motivate and 
inspire people to move more and engage more with their 
health and wellbeing. There’s nothing more galvanising 
than seeing your progress each day and each week – 
right there on your computer screen or smart device. 

But in the long run, no matter how many shiny gadgets 
you own or how many fitness apps are filling up your 
phone, the only thing that can keep spurring you on 
is you. Some days you just really don’t want to go to 
the gym, and an app can’t make you. But you can. 

One way to keep your motivation up is to try new 
things. Maybe you’ve never done CrossFit before? 
Now’s your chance to give it a go (p38). Or maybe yoga 
is something you’ve always been curious about (p110)? 
There’s no harm in trying, and you may stumble across 
something you’ll really love.

We’ve got a whole bunch of other workouts for you 
to have a crack at, too. Plus some comfort food recipes 
that look so good, it’s hard to believe they’re good for 
you. Sometimes all you need for an incentive to hit 
the gym is knowing there’s a tasty meal waiting for 
you at the other end. Is there an app for that?

Next issue 
Time to overhaul your diet? Check out 
our  ultimate guide to eating clean. 
We also  bring you innovative training 
moves to help you  sleekify your abs, 
and present the fit chick's handbook 
to running strong.  Only in SHAPE. 
Grab your copy or subscribe today 
at shapemagazine.com.au
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“The future depends 
on what you do today” 
– Mahatma Gandhi
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What’s best for 
weight loss?

You might have heard of Coenzyme 
Q10 as an ingredient in face creams, but 
now Japanese scientists have managed 
to synthesis Coenzyme Q10 in its 
most bioavailable form – the powerful 
antioxidant Ubiquinol. It’s found naturally in 
the body and is key to supporting energy 
in cells and organs, including the heart and 
liver. When you put your body under a lot 
of stress – such as HIIT, endurance events 
or strength training – your Ubiquinol levels 
can decline, leaving you feeling fatigued, 
foggy or unable to bounce back. Now you 
can take Ubiquinol every day to help your 
body recover after exercise. It’s sold at all 
quality vitamin supplement stores. 

Keep your
splurges short
You try to eat well, but sometimes it’s easy to lapse 
into a period of unhealthy eating. While you may 
think it’s harmless to let loose for a few weeks over 
Christmas or during a holiday, new 
research published in Obesity has 
found that as few as fi ve days of 
eating fatty foods can alter how your 
body’s muscle processes nutrients. 
This can lead to weight gain and other 
health problems, including insulin 
resistance. So while it’s fi ne to 
treat yourself once in a while, 
going nuts for a whole week 
is not worth the risk. 

The nose knows
SIDS and Kids is urging all Australians to help save babies’ lives by supporting 
Red Nose Day on Friday, June 26. You can get involved by purchasing a red nose 
or any Red Nose Day product, making a donation or by setting up your own 
Everyday Hero fundraising account. SIDS and Kids is dedicated to saving the 
lives of babies and children during pregnancy, birth, infancy and childhood, 
as well as supporting bereaved families. They sure deserve your support! 
Head to rednoseday.com.au for more information.

New supp 
on the 
block

There are so many diff erent types 
of exercise out there – CrossFit, 
yoga, running, aerobics – but 
which one is best for weight loss? 
A group of Spanish researchers 
followed 96 overweight study 
participants, all of who were 
following a reduced calorie diet, 
and randomly assigned them 
either one of three diff erent types 
of exercise training programs 
– endurance training, strength 
training and strength plus 
endurance training – or got them 
to simply following government 
recommendations for weekly 
activity goals. The results? 
All participants lost weight, 
regardless of which program 
they followed. So stick with the 
exercise you enjoy – it’s the fact 
you’re active that counts!

Calling all heroes!
Looking for a rewarding career, where no 

two days are ever the same? This May, the 
NSW 2015 permanent fi refi ghter recruitment 

campaign will get underway, with the Fire 
and Rescue NSW Commissioner Greg Mullins 

calling for more women to join up.
“We are particularly keen to reach out to fi t and 

healthy women, most of who have probably 
never thought of becoming a fi refi ghter,” he 
says. “There are hundreds of women who’ve 

taken this step over the last 30 years, and we’re 
encouraging more to step forward and apply.”

Candidates will have to complete an online 
application and undergo a series of tests, 

including physical and psychological testing. 
For more information, head to fi re.nsw.gov.au.

Five of the best
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GET YOUR BOUNCE ON
● Get your protein hit in the best possible way with
Bounce’s Almond Protein Hit – the perfect, all-natural,
3pm pick-me-up to cure those dreaded afternoon
cravings. Not just high in protein to keep you full for
longer, Almond Protein Hit will ensure you have
loads of energy to power through your afternoon.

DO YOUR BLOCK
● Kraft Higher Protein Cheese is the highest protein cheese available, 
with 9.7 grams of protein per 25 gram serve. It’s also the lowest fat 
cheese on the market, with only 1.4 grams of fat per serve. Kraft uses 
a unique manufacturing process which reduces fat at the same time 
as enhancing protein content. Perfect for packing more protein into 
your sandwiches, for grating over pasta or for a protein-powered 
home-made pizza. Never say no to cheese again!

GO ALPHA
● Alpha Venus Female 
Potency and E-Tox 
has been formulated 
to improve oestrogen 
to androgen ratio 
for the purpose of 
manipulating body 
shape and metabolism. 
Basically this means 
regulating one of 
the most infl uential 
hormones that can 
aff ect training results, 
muscle growth, body 
weight, water retention, 
mood, libido and much 
more. Increasing the 
androgen: oestrogen 
ratio enhances fat loss 
while increasing lean 
muscle mass.

UNPACK GOODNESS 
● Want a healthy snack after your 
workout? Try Well Naturally’s NEW 
cereal bar range. Unlike other 
cereal bars on the market, these 
bars are sweetened naturally with 
stevia, not sugar, plus they score a 
4.5 health star rating based on the 
Australian Guide to Healthy Eating 
and Australian Dietary Guidelines. 
Available in three fl avours – nuts;  
fruits and seeds; and nuts and 
seeds – Well Naturally No Sugar 
Added Cereal Bars are packed 
with nutritious ingredients and an 
excellent source of fi bre. Perfect 
as a healthier morning or after-
workout snack, a sustained energy-
boosting lunchbox addition 
or a satisfying after dinner treat.
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HYDRATE AND RESTORE
● Yes to™ offi  cially welcomes the much-anticipated 
Yes to Coconut range to  the  Yes to fruit ’n’ veg’ family 
in Australia. Coconut oil is full of super-rich, hydrating 
fatty acids that work to smooth and restore skin to its 
natural gorgeousness. Comes in a variety of products, 
including polishing body scrub, cleansing wipes, ultra 
light body spray and head-to-toe restoring balm. 



vívoactive™

©2014 Garmin Ltd. or its subsidiaries

vívoactive, the lightweight GPS smartwatch with high-resolution colour touchscreen, comes 

with built-in GPS-enabled running, biking and golfi ng, plus swimming and activity tracking 

apps. Use on its own or pair with your smartphone for incoming call, calendar, SMS and social 

media notifi cations. Battery lasts through all your activities with up to 3 weeks in watch/

activity-tracking mode or up to 10 hours using GPS. It’s more than just a smartwatch. 

Real Smart. 

#garminsmart 
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MAY 10
Mother’s Day
Classic
Where: Melbourne, VIC
and other capital cities
and regional towns.
What: join a 4km or 8km
walk and raise money for
breast cancer research.
More info:
mothersdayclassic.com.au

Got an event in your state that SHAPE readers can train for in 2015? 
Email details to editor@shapemagazine.com.au along with high resolution images.

JUNE 14
City 2 South
Where: Brisbane
CBD, QLD
What: Walk or run the
14km course for a charity
of your choice from
Brisbane’s Parliament
House to South Brisbane.
More info:
city2south.com.au

MAY 17
Sydney Morning 
Herald Half 
Marathon 
Where: Sydney 
What: a 21.1km race 
which you can do 
solo or as part of a 
two-person relay.
More info: 
smhhalfmarathon.com.au

JUNE 7
Coral Coast Triathlon
Where: Port
Douglas, QLD
What: Olympic-
distance traithlon
consisting of 1.5km
swim, 40km bike ride
and 10km run.
More info:
usmevents.com.au

JULY 4-5
Gold Coast Airport Marathon
WHERE: Gold Coast, Qld
WHAT: Join more than 25,000 others for a number of 
races including a marathon and half marathon, wheelchair 
marathon and 15km, 10km run, 5.7km challenge and junior 
4km and 2km races.
More info: goldcoastmarathon.com.au

AUGUST 19
The Sun-Herald 
City2Surf
Where: Sydney, NSW
What: Take on the 
legendary “Heartbreak 
Hill” in this 14km race 
from the Sydney CBD to 
Bondi Beach.
More info: 
city2surf.com.au

SEPTEMBER 13
Amy’s Gran Fondo  
Where: Lorne, VIC
What: This annual event 
includes three distance 
options – 110km, 40km 
and 14km – and features 
the Great Ocean Road, 
which is closed to cars 
for the race. 
More info: 
amysgranfondo.org.au

SEPTEMBER 20
Blackmores Sydney 
Running Festival 
Where: Sydney, NSW 
What: Race across the 
Sydney Harbour Bridge 
as part of a 42.2km 
marathon, 21.1km half 
marathon, 9km Bridge 
Run or 3.5km fun run. 
More info: 
sydneyrunningfestival.com.au

JUNE 11
Quicksilver Reef Swim
Where: Cairns, QLD
What: Select either 
1.5km or 3km course 
and take in the beauty 
of the Great Barrier 
Reef in sparkling 
warm water.
More info: 
ironman.com

  May  June/July Aug/September

MAY 17
South Head 
Rough Water
Where: Sydney, NSW                
What: 10km swim from 
North Bondi Beach around 
and into Sydney Harbour, 
then to Watson Bay.
More info: southhead-
roughwater.com

SHAPE 
PICK OF THE 

MONTH

JUNE/JULY
Stadium Stomp
What: Australia’s ultimate 
stair climb challenge.
Adelaide – Adelaide 
Oval, June 14
Brisbane – GABBA June 21
Melbourne –MCG, July 5
Sydney – SCG, July 26
More info: 
stadiumstomp.com.au

SEPTEMBER 27
Yurrebilla Trail 
Ultra Marathon
Where: Adelaide, SA
What: Do you have 
what it takes? 
Challenge yourself 
while being surrounded 
by gorgeous nature.
More info: sarrc.asn.au

MAY 24
Run Noosa 
Where: 
Coolangatta, QLD
What: enter half 
marathon, 10km run and 
5km run/walk events.
More info: 
ap.ironman.com
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Walking can be a killer workout – but not 
when you’re just sauntering along. “If you 
move at a casual pace or are lazy about 
your form, you won’t melt as many calories 
or build as much strength in your legs and 
core,” says trainer Suzanne Bowen, who 
designed this routine. To maximise your 
speed, heart rate and calorie burn, 
keep your chest lifted with arms bent 
90 degrees and rotate your torso slightly 
while pumping your arms forward and 
back – not across your body. Bowen also 
included lunges, plus lateral and backward 
walking to tone your lower half further and 
bust boredom. (Up the challenge by doing 
it on hills.) Take this plan outside or to the 
gym and you’ll always have a fun walking 
routine at the ready.

On your feet
To torch close to 200 calories 
in 30 minutes, lace up your 
sneakers and step to it
BY LAUREL LEICHT

* Rate of perceived exertion ** Calorie burn is based on a 65kg woman

YOUR WORKOUT PLAN
Intensity: moderate

Equipment needed: a treadmill 
(or do it outside)

Total time: 30 minutes
Calories burned: 180**

TIME
(mins) 0–2 2–4 4–7 7–8 8–9 9–11 11–14 14–16 16–28 28–30

WHAT 
TO DO

Warm up: 
walk at an 
easy pace; 
circle arms 

forward 
for 1 

minute and 
backwards 
for 1 minute

Walk at a 
moderate 

pace

Walk at a 
brisk pace

Do 
walking 

lunges at 
an easy 

pace

Walk at an 
easy pace

Walk 
backwards 
at an easy 

pace

Walk at a 
brisk pace

Sidestep, 
left foot 
leading 

for 1 
minute, 

then 
right foot 
leading 

for 1 
minute

Repeat 
minutes 

4–16

Cool 
down: 

walk at an 
easy pace

SPEED 
(KPH) 5–5.5 5–6.5 6.5–8 4–5 5-5.5 4–5 6.5–8 4–5 4–8 5–5.5

RPE* 
(1–10) 3–4 4 5 5–6 3 5 5 5 3–6 3
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THINK FAST!
The quicker

you move the
ropes, the

smoother your 
waves will 

travel

hose supersize ropes you see people throwing
around at the gym are called battling ropes. They’re
simple to use: grab hold of the ends and make waves, 
slam or circle them as hard and fast as you can.

When people did 10 15-second sets of rope waves with
45 seconds of rest in between, they burned an average of
112 calories, according to a study in the Journal of Strength
and Conditioning Research. That’s 112 calories in just 2 ½
minutes of work! They’re heavy, so it only takes a few high-
intensity intervals to improve your endurance, strength and
power, says strength and conditioning coach Ingrid Marcum. 
Learn the ropes with this tough routine she created.

Burn a whopping 150 calories in just
10 minutes fl at and get totally toned 
with rope training BY KAREN ASP

A slammin’ body –  
yours now

Your workout
INTENSITY:
Hard (RPE*: shoot for 
between 8-9 out of 10 
for working intervals.)

TOTAL TIME: 
10 minutes.

YOU’LL NEED: a  
battling rope. It should 
be about 15 metres 
long with a 4cm 
diameter. Most gyms 
have one; ask a trainer 
to help you fi nd it.

HOW IT WORKS: 
First, anchor the centre 
of the rope around 
a heavy weight or 
machine. Start with 
the fi rst exercise; do as 
many reps as you can 
for 30 seconds. Rest 
for 30 seconds. Do 
the remaining moves 
in order, resting for 30 
seconds between each. 
Then repeat the whole 
thing once more.

CALORIES BURNED: 
150**

*Rate of perceived exertion
**Calorie burn is based on 

a 65kg woman

DOUBLE WAVES Stand with feet hip-width 
apart, knees bent, and hold rope ends in each 
hand with an underhand grip. Lean forward 
from hips and forcefully throw arms up to 
shoulder height and down toward knees, 
creating small to medium waves that travel 
to the anchor point while you simultaneously 
march or jog in place.

SYNCHRONISED CIRCLES Stand with 
feet hip-width apart, knees bent and hold 
rope ends in each hand with an underhand 
grip. Lift arms to chest height, elbows bent, 
and make big, clockwise circles (between 
hips and chest) with ropes. Reverse direction 
at 15 seconds.

WOODCHOPPERS Stand with feet hip-
width apart, knees bent, and hold rope ends 
in each hand with an overhand grip. Lean 
forward from hips and use your entire body 
to drive ropes as high as possible (above 
shoulders), and then slam them towards 
fl oor as you squat. Immediately repeat.

ALTERNATING SPRINTS Stand with feet 
hip-width apart, knees bent, and hold rope 
ends in each hand with an underhand grip. 
Lean forward from hips and forcefully throw 
right arm up to shoulder height and left arm 
down towards knees. Immediately switch 
sides to create big, alternating waves.

CROSSOVERS Lunge with right foot forward 
and hold rope ends in each hand with an 
overhand grip, hands together. Forcefully 
slam ropes to your right, then to your left, 
letting the ropes touch the fl oor on each 
side of right foot. Switch legs at 15 seconds
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The 
hardest
moves 
you’ve 
never 
tried  
POWERPLANKS

Don’t get 
stuck in a rut: 
progress your 

planks to keep 
challenging 

your core

 BEGIN with a 
sandbag just outside 
your right hand. If 
you don’t have a 
sandbag, a heavy 
dumbbell will 
also do.

 GRAB side of 
sandbag or dumbbell 
with your left hand.

 KEEPING your 
body in a straight line 
and without rotating 
your hips, slowly 
drag the sandbag 
towards the left side 
without lifting the 

weight (aim for 
a four to six count). 
Stop when it is 
completely past 
your left shoulder 
and no longer under 
your torso (shown).

 PLACE left hand 
on floor and drag 
sandbag with right 
hand back to start, 
keeping the same 
tempo and posture.

 REPEAT, 
alternating, for 
30 seconds.

Lateral-drag plank

 BEGIN in elbow 
plank position with 
your elbows under 
your shoulders and 
palms facing each 
other, feet hip width.

 PRESSING through 
your toes and 
keeping tension in 
your trunk and hips, 
straighten right arm 
and plant right hand 
in top of push-up 
position.

 STRAIGHTEN your 
left arm, pressing up 
into push-up 

position. 

 HOLD the plank 
at the top for one 
count, then slowly 
reverse the 
movement, lowering 
left forearm and 
then right, without 
rotating the hips.

 SWITCH the 
order to lift back up, 
planting left hand 
first, then right. Then 
lower your right 
elbow first. Continue 
alternating for 30 
seconds.

Super plank (elbow to full)

BY CAT PERRY

Experts once 
recommended a 
seemingly endless 
array of crunches to 

help sculpt six-pack abs. Today, 
we know that crunches and sit-
ups aren’t likely to get you the 
ab-fab results you  really want, 
and planks reign  supreme as the
ultimate tummy toner. But what 
makes the ground-gazing move so
effective at sculpting your abs? 
The secret is in the mechanics. 

The plank is a static, isometric 
exercise that requires the 
abdominals to stop movement 
while also supporting the 
spine. It’s a far more functional 
exercise than crunches, plus 
planks are generally safer 
for the lower back. But most 
important, they work: a 2011 
study in Medicine & Science 

in Sports & Exercise showed 
that elbow planks were more 
than twice as effective at 
core and spine activation 
than traditional crunches.
THE CHALLENGE: how can 
you keep raising the stakes 
to get flat abs for good? “The 
plank is a good foundational 
movement, but you need to 
progress it if you want a reactive 
core that helps you move in 
ways that more closely relate 
to what happens in real life,” 
says strength and conditioning 
specialist Josh Henkin. For 
example, when you pick up your 
kids, your abs have to react to 
this unpredictable movement. 
To keep the demands on your 
core constantly changing, Henkin 
has two killer plank variations 
that will get you sexy abs fast.

1 8  l  S H A P E
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This move 
puts a spin – 

literally – on a 
jumping lunge, 
so you’ll work 
even more of 
the legs and 

glutes

LUNGES, AS YOU LIKELY
KNOW, are one of the best
compound movements for
your lower body. But let’s
face it: they can get a
little boring.

That’s where the tornado
jump lunge comes in: this
challenging variation on
the traditional stationary
or walking lunge adds
shape to your legs and
glutes while boosting
your heart rate and
blasting added calories.
It’s a complex exercise,
designed to be done in a
rapid sequence. Do
it continuously at a fast
pace and you’ll work your
butt and thighs while also
forcing your adductors
and abductors into the
equation and even tackling 

your core. “Because this
exercise is explosive and
quick, it maximises fast-
twitch fibre recruitment,”
explains personal trainer
Michael Coyle. “These
fibres have the most
potential for strength
development and growth –
and fast-twitch fibres burn
more calories than their
slow-twitch counterparts.”

But before you go and
start crushing this move,
Coyle cautions that this
variation of the lunge is
a bit advanced. Knee
issues can result from
sudden or unfamiliar
movements, so it’s
important that your knee
and surrounding muscles
are strong and primed for
the challenge.

Begin by incorporating
a few sets of the jumping
lunge as part of a
dynamic warm-up. Then,
add in a few reps of the
tornado jump at a slower,
controlled pace, and limit
the depth of each lunge
to mid-range. You can
add more reps each week,
increasing the depth and
pace of the lunges as you
become more accustomed
to the movement.

Once you’ve mastered
it, use it as an intensity
booster between sets or
tack it to the end of your
workout as a burnout
exercise. Aim for 15 to
30 seconds of continuous
jumps each set, working
up to three to four sets
per workout.

Tornado lump lunge TORNADO 
JUMP LUNGE
A  Stand tall with 
feet hip-distance 
apart. Step your 
right foot back and 
behind you and 
lower into a curtsy 
lunge, bending 
both knees about 
90 degrees, hands 
at sides or in front 
of body.

B  Pushing off  
the fl oor, jump up 
and swing your 
right leg out from 
behind your left 
leg, keeping hands 
at centre.

C  Land with right 
foot forward and 
left foot back, 
knees bent. 
Immediately lower 
back into a lunge 
position and push 
explosively off  
the balls of feet to 
switch sides again. 
Continue, switching 
legs as quickly
as you can for 
30 seconds.

This twist on a classic lunge helps reshape 
your lower body while boosting your fat burn 
BY SOMMER ROBERTSON-ABIAD // PHOTOGRAPHS BY EDGAR ARTIGA

Sculpt a more toned lower body
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These four food trends have
enough nutrition benefits 
behind them to give them 
some staying power  
BY ZACK ZEIGLER

FIT TO 
BE TRIED

 We love the latest healthy food trends
as much as anyone, but when it comes 
to making smart choices for your diet 
and performance, it can be tough to 
separate pure hype from proven 
benefits. These four trending nutrition 
stars, though, might just be worth the 
attention they’ve been getting. 

THE TREND 

Green drinks
To juice or to 
smoothie? That is 
the question. Blending 
leafy greens into a 
creamy smoothie 
is an easy way to 
ingest a concentrated 
dose of vitamins and 
minerals, plus fi bre, 
too. But how and 
when the smoothie 
was made determine 
its benefi ts. “With 
pre-made smoothies, 
you have no idea 
whether it’s truly 
organic or how long 
the juice sat there,” 
says nutritionist Dara 
Godfrey. So, to be 
sure it’s fresh and 
that you know every 
ingredient, make it 
yourself. If you choose 
to DIY, make sure to 
get fi bre else where, 
since most of it gets 
lost during juicing.  

recent Brazilian
study found that
coconut oil helped
ease symptoms of
hypertension in mice.

And if you’re
trying to lose weight,
replacing ordinary
fats with coconut oil
may even help speed
metabolism because
the fats are routed
directly to the liver,
where they are
readily burned
for fuel, explains
Stephens. Take note,
however, that as a
fat, coconut oil is
still relatively high
in calories (more
than 115 in one
tablespoon), so
use it in moderation.

THE TREND

Cauliflower
Move over, kale.
While hardly a kitchen
newcomer, cauliflower
is rapidly becoming
the vegie du jour
in healthy culinary
circles, gaining favour
as a baked, mashed or
roasted replacement
for starchy carbs
such as potatoes.
The cruciferous
creation is also being
used in pizza crust
and even in paella.

“Cauliflower is fairly
bland but can take on
almost any flavour,”
Godfrey says. “Once
you mash it up, it’s
similar in taste and
colour to potatoes.”
One cup of cauliflower
can supply up to 80
percent of your daily
recommended vitamin
C intake and is also
high in antioxidants
but low in calories
(30 per cup). Plus,
with 3g fibre per cup,
it can help you feel
fuller longer. Try it
with some coconut oil,
grated cheese and sea
salt for a delicious dish
that’s sure to please,
suggests Stephens.

THE TREND 

Bone broth
Boiling animal 
bones, cartilage 
and ligaments to 
create a rich broth 
is a cooking technique 
chefs have been using 
for centuries. But 
lately bone broth has 
come into its own, 
largely because of 
paleo enthusiasts who 
credit the supersoup 
for everything from 
healing injuries to 
improving sleep 
quality. 

“Bone broth is 
very high in calcium 
and collagen, which 
can help support 
healthy skin, hair 
and nails,” says Linda 
Stephens, a clinical 
nutritionist. 

The broth is also 
high in protein (about 
9g per cup) and 
low in calories (less 
than 40 per one-cup 
serving). “There’s 
no proof bone broth 
can cure ailments, 
but it does contain 
glucosamine and 
chondroitin, which 
work to counter-
act infl ammation,” 
Godfrey says.  

THE TREND 

Coconut oil
As a saturated fat, 
coconut oil was 
long shunned by 
nutritionists as yet 
another artery-
clogging food. But 
lately its versatility 
has come back into 
favour, and the oil is 
even being considered 
a heart helper. 

“Virgin, organic 
and unprocessed 
coconut oil is a 
medium-chain fatty 
acid that’s easily 
absorbed and 
raises HDL – the 
good cholesterol,” 
Godfrey says. One B
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Flap
   jacked
Power up your breakfast 
with these loaded 
pancakes, which 
pack a whopping 
32g protein per serve

INGREDIENTS

 1 scoop vanilla 
 protein powder

 ½ cup low-fat 
cottage cheese

 ½ cup oatmeal

 1 cup egg whites
 1 banana
 ½ tsp vanilla extract
 1 tsp baking soda
 ½ tsp cinnamon

Protein house pancakes  Serves 2

DIRECTIONS

1/ Blend together all of the ingredients and 
mix until smooth. For fl uffi  er pancakes, 
chill the batter overnight. 

2/ Heat a lightly oiled frying pan over medium-
high heat. Pour or scoop batter onto pan 
(use about ¼ cup for each pancake). 
Brown on both sides. 

3/ Top with fresh fruit such as strawberries, 
blueberries and banana slices. 

PER SERVING

Treat yourself to a 
breakfast bonanza 
without abandoning 
your clean-eating 

routine. These sweet and 
satisfying pancakes are 
packed with muscle-boosting 
ingredients like protein powder, 
cottage cheese, oatmeal 
and egg whites. You can 
really eat them any 
time of day, adding 
on more fruit when 
you want a post-
workout recovery 
meal. Top them with 
your favourite fruits or 
a low-carb syrup to start 
your morning off strong. 
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FOR THE 
BEST DIET 
ADVICE, CLICK 
THROUGH
Googling for info about 
weight loss? Don’t stop 
at the fi rst page of your 
results. A study published 
in the American Journal 
of Public Health found 
you may need to dig 
a little deeper to make 
sure the info you’re 
reading is reliable. Few 
credible websites come 
up in the fi rst few search 
results, says Dr François 
Modave, chair of the 
department of computer 
science at Jackson State 
University in the US. 
“People must be critical 
of what they’re reading 
on the internet, especially 
when it comes to weight 
loss. See if what you’re 
reading is corroborated 
elsewhere in a reputable 
source,” he says. Ideally 
look to government, 
university, and medical 
websites fi rst. 

 TELL YOUR BARISTA to make that java a grande if 
you’ve had a cheat day! A new study found that 
a chemical compound in coff ee called chlorogenic 
acid (CGA) might help prevent weight gain that 
comes from following a high-fat diet. Mice fed 
high-fat foods for 15 weeks were also injected with 
CGA twice a week. The CGA helped prevent weight 
gain and maintain normal blood sugar levels and a 
healthy liver. While the mice received higher doses 
of CGA than most of us would get through a daily 
beverage habit, a “similarly benefi cial eff ect should 
be expected with coff ee”, says author Yongjie Ma, 
a post-doctoral research associate. 

One more 
reason to 

love coffee

Gut reaction
HEALTHY INTESTINES do more 

than just make you feel good – they can also 
help you get slimmer. Research published 
in the American Journal of Clinical 
Nutrition says two specific functional 
fibres – polydextrose and soluble corn 
fibre – can lead to more “good” gut bacteria, 
Bacteroidetes. Plenty of this beneficial 
bacteria may help weight-loss efforts. In 
fact, subjects in the study who showed more 
Bacteroidetes in their gut tended to be leaner.

The best way to foster these do-good 
bacteria is to eat plenty of plant-based, fibre-
rich foods like vegetables, fruits and whole 
grains, says dietitian Torey Armul. Research 
has shown that eating fibre from whole 
foods, as opposed to fibre in beverages, can 
be more satiating than supplements. Aim 
for the recommended 25g fibre a day.

PREP 
WORKS

ALL THAT TIME you spend in 
the kitchen making your meals 
can yield some big benefi ts for 
your body – and your wallet. 
Subjects who spent more than 
an hour prepping food each day 
had a higher-quality diet and 
a  greater intake of vegetables, 
salads and fruits than those 

who spent less than an hour 
preparing their food, according 
to a recent study published 
in the American Journal of 
Preventive Medicine. Those who 
avoided the kitchen also spent 
more money on food and relied 
more on convenience foods to 
quell their hunger in a hurry. 

GOOD 
FOOD = 
HEALTHY 
BELLY



#justateit

Ready in the
time it takes to
open the pack.

Cooked and sliced chicken and turkey that you can 
enjoy straight out of the pack. New from Steggles.
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Don’t let an endless
to-do list or a busy
deadline hamper
your metabolism.
Researchers from Ohio
State University found
that women who felt
stressed a day before
being tested burned 104
fewer calories than their
calmer peers a few hours after
eating a high-fat meal. That could
add up to more than five kilos of unwanted
weight gain in a year. The stressed women
also had higher levels of insulin, which
contributes to fat storage. While it’s
impossible to avoid stress entirely, try
keeping healthy food options on hand so
you’re less likely to overindulge.

THE
FLAVOUR
THAT’LL

MAKE
YOUEAT

LESS

92
Percentage of food
most adults eat
when it’s put on

their plates. If you’re
looking to lose

weight, either serve
yourself a modest

portion or simply use
a smaller plate, which

holds less.
Source: Cornell

University Food and
Brand Lab

With 5 grams of 
fi bre and about 
100 calories each, 
apples are the 
perfect comfort 
snack for when 
you’re stressed.

STRESS 
LESS TO 
STAY SLIM

One of the hottest ingredients in restaurant fare 
may also be key in helping to curb your appetite. 
Umami is considered the “fi fth taste” (along 
with salty, sweet, bitter and sour) and adds 
a savoury fl avour to foods. Now new 
research published in the American 
Journal of Clinical Nutrition says the 
fl avour, when paired with protein, 
can make foods taste better and 
help you feel fuller. “The taste of 
umami itself is subtle and blends 
well with other fl avours,” 
says dietitian Lyssie Lakatos. 
Umami is generally found in 
glutamates, a type of amino 
acid that makes up foods like 
parmesan cheese, soy sauce, 
tomato sauce and wine.
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Protein fi lls you up and keeps you satisfi ed for longer – try these now!

 JUST EAT IT
These ready-to-eat 
chiclken and turkey 
breast slices can be 
eaten hot or cold, 
straight from the 
pack. Perfect for 
sandwiches or a 
quick, lean dinner. 

Portable protein
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 TUNA MEALS
Safcol’s tuna meals 
are an easy way to 
get your protein 
and omega-3 hit 
anywhere, anytime. 
Available in four 
diff erent fl avours. 
Keep one handy.  

 LUCKY SMART SNAX
Nuts and seeds are 
packed with natural 
goodness and they 
contain "good" fats, 
which can help to 
maintain a healthy 
heart. Also high in 
protein and fi bre.

 ISOWHEY WPI
This high quality, 
high protein, low 
carbohydrate 
powder is 
scientifi cally 
designed to support 
protein recovery. 
Over 22g lean 
protein per serve. 

Aussies care more about snacking 
having sex, according to a new 
study. Almost two thirds of us 
experience cravings for snacks 

(60%), overshadowing the urge for sex 
(49%) or cuddles (39%), found a survey 
conducted by StollzNow Research for 
Wonderful Pistachios.  

For more than half of us (51%), bed is our 
favourite place to snack, and almost half 
(45%) admitted to stashing their favourite 
snack treats to hide them from others. 
An amazing 41 percent claim they’re willing 
to travel up to 10km to get their favourite 
snack fi x. Now that’s dedication. 

Why do we snack? Seven out of 10 people 
claim that cravings drive their urge to snack, 
while eight in 10 say the number one trigger 
to snack is being around other snackers

“What we’re doing, or what others are 
doing around us can awaken sensory areas 
of the brain that trigger snack cravings,” 
says psychologist Leanne Hall. “So when 
we see others making poor snack choices, 
this can tempt us to follow suit, and it also 
feels more socially acceptable.”

Snack 
attack!
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PROTECT 
AGAINST 
GYM STINK !
It’s not your imagination –
those high-tech T-shirts and 
tanks really do smell up
your hamper, especially if
they’ve been sitting around
for a day or more,
according to a new study
published in the journal
Applied and Environmental
Microbiology. Odour-
causing bacteria called
micrococci grow better
on polyester than cotton,
causing the clothes to emit
an intense aroma. To help
keep down the stench,
wash your gear in hot water
as soon as possible, using
detergents that are
formulated to handle
synthetic fabrics and sweat
odour. If the smell is really
bad, soak your items in one
part vinegar to four parts
water for 30 minutes, then
chuck them into your
washing machine to wash.

Muscle up yourmemory
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S“We think the hormones released as part
of the body’s response to strength training
lead to the improvement in memory,” says
study author Lisa Weinberg. “Best of all,
it doesn’t have to be a long workout—
even a relatively short one had an effect.”

Although this study tested participants
who exercised only once, other research
(including long-term intervention studies)
suggest that more is better, so keep up
your regular workouts to maximise results.

Those few kilos you put on over your holiday to Italy might be doing
more harm than you think. A new study found even a small amount of 
extra weight can raise blood pressure levels and aff ect cardiovascular 
health. The study, presented at the most recent American Heart 
Association’s High Blood Pressure Research Scientifi c Sessions, showed 
that even a fi ve percent increase in body weight due to excess eating 
leads to a 4mmHg increase in blood pressure in lean, healthy individuals. 
(For a 60kg woman, a fi ve percent increase in body weight would 
be about three kilos.) The increase in blood pressure was specifi cally 
related to increments in deep belly (visceral) fat. “Even a few extra 
kilos can contribute to an increase in blood pressure if the fat 
accumulated is predominantly inside the abdomen,” says lead author 
Dr Naima Covassin, a research fellow at the Mayo Clinic in the US. 

Hitting the weights may also help strengthen your 
recall, according to a study from Georgia Institute 
of Technology. Researchers found doing an intense 
20-minute weight routine enhanced long-term 
memory by about 10 percent. 

Lifting keeps 
your body 
and your 

mind sharp

             T H E  H I D D E N  DA N G E R  O F  W E I G H T  GA I N 
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M O R E R E A S O N S
T O K E E P M OV I N G

THE AMOUNT YOU SHOULD DECREASE
SITTING TIME WITHIN A 12-HOUR PERIOD
TO REDUCE RISK OF EARLY DEATH
SOURCE: ANNALS OF INTERNAL MEDICINE

your head with this
stretch: with feet flat
on the ground, slowly
bend forward as
low as comfortable
at waist. Alternate
bending one knee,
other leg straight,
allowing your head to
dangle down; stretch
each side
for 15 seconds.

talk. Stand up and
pace every time you
are on a conference
call in your office
or talking on your
mobile phone. Or
set an alarm to go
off every hour, and
get up and walk
around for a minute
when it goes off.

writing lists. Slowly
walk your feet
away from the wall
and come into a
right angle, knees
above ankles. Keep
shoulders against the
wall and chin up. Keep
your arms bent and
up with your notepad
and pen. Hold until
you finish your list.

2 to3
HOURS

 IF YOU’RE HIGH-FIVING YOURSELF for hitting the gym but 
then sit on your bum the rest of the day, you’re still likely to be 
at a higher risk for heart disease, diabetes, cancer and early 
death, according to a recent review study. The study found 
that while regular exercise has numerous health benefi ts, when 
coupled with mostly sedentary behaviour it may not reduce 
the harmful eff ects of sitting for long periods of time. Trainer 
Joel Harper shares his tips to help you reduce sitting time 
and get moving more throughout the day.  

A NATURAL 
IMMUNE BOOST
Another reason to take 
your workout outside 
the gym at least 
sometimes: research 
shows that the awe you 
feel when you experience 
nature’s beauty can also 
help your immune system 
stay strong. Science has 
long shown that 
exercising outdoors 
produces a boost in 
feel-good hormones. Now 
a new study published in 
the journal Emotion found 
that these happy feelings 
are also linked to lower 
levels of pro-inflammatory 
cytokines, proteins that 
signal the immune 
system to work harder, 
possibly wearing it down. 
And when your immune 
system operates at an 
optimal level, you’re better 
able to ward off diseases 
and stay healthier. 

BUILD A
BIGGER BRAIN
Being active now can help 
you keep moving strong in 
your senior years. A recent 
study compared brain 
structures of physically 
active identical twins in 
their mid-30s with those 
who were sedentary. 
Researchers found the 
exercisers had larger 
striatal and prefrontal 
cortex grey matter 
volumes in their brains – 
regions that are heavily 
involved in motor-control 
networks. Improvements 
in these areas may have 
long-term health benefits, 
such as a reduced risk of 
falling and mobility 
limitations in old age.
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52
Percentage of 

adult women in 
who, in a 2010 

survey, admitted 
they didn’t engage 

in any physical 
activity (compared 
with just 19 percent 
in 1994), according 

to a study that 
appeared in the 

American Journal 
of Medicine. Don't 

let it happen to you 
– get on the right 
track by focusing 

on how great being 
fi t makes you feel. 

TAKE FIVE 
You don’t have to 
log dozens of kays 
a week to enjoy the 
health benefi ts of 
running, according 
to a study published 
in the Journal of the 
American College of 
Cardiology: just fi ve to 
10 minutes a day may 
help you live longer. 
Researchers looked 
at 15 years of workout 
habits among 50,000 
subjects and found 
that those who ran less 
than an hour a week 
had approximately the 
same reduced mortality 
risk as those who hit 
the pavement three or 
more hours per week. 
Running can reduce the 
risk of life-threatening 
ailments such as cancer, 
stroke and heart attack 
by nearly a third while 
cutting the likelihood of 
cardiovascular disease 
in half, according to 
the report.  

3 tips for a 
healthier winte
Getting the sniffles doesn’t have to be an inevitable part 
of cold and flu season. Dr Joe Keenan, M.D., a former 
professor of family medicine offers up this advice on 
how to stay healthy all season long...

Staying fit 
keeps you in 
the healthy 

minority

Worth the 
pinch 

A shot can 
keep the 

fl u at bay 

1 Get the fl u shot 
It’s the most eff ective 
way to prevent 
getting the fl u during 
the key months of 
May through 
September, says 
Dr Keenan. “Each 
year, the fl u shot 
is adjusted to help 
prevent the most 
likely strains of 
infl uenza that will 
circulate in the 
coming fl u season,” 

fl u shot as early as 
possible to give your 
immune system time 
to develop protective 
antibodies against 
current fl u strains, 
he adds. 

2 Maintain your 
regular workout 
schedule Studies 
show that regular 
moderate exercise 
can reduce the 
incidence of upper-
respiratory infections 
by 29 percent as 
compared with those 
who are not active, 
says Dr Keenan. 
Just be careful not 
to overdo it: 
strenuous exercise 
(lasting more than 
two hours) can 
backfi re and actually 
tax your immune 
system, putting you 
at a higher risk of 
getting a cold or 
other infection.

3 Say “hi” with a fi st 
bump New research 
published in the 
American Journal of 
Infection Control 
found that greeting 
someone with a 
quick fi st bump 
transmits about 
10 times less 
bacteria than a 
handshake. More 
of a traditionalist? If 
you must shake 
hands, wash them 
well with soap and 
hot water or use a 
sanitiser afterward 
to reduce the risk of 
exposure to germs.



REGISTER NOW

Stair climbing burns kilojoules three times faster than walking. It’s great for toning those trouble spots like thighs, 
butts, hips and tums. It improves fitness, metabolism and bone strength. What’s not to love about stairs?  

Now you can climb thousands of stairs to music in a unique and fun fitness event. 

INCLUDE STAIRS IN 
YOUR NEXT FITNESS 

CHALLENGE

ADELAIDE OVAL SUNDAY 14 JUNE

GABBA SUNDAY 21 JUNE

MCG SUNDAY 5 JULY

SCG SUNDAY 26 JULY

New venue!!

StadiumStomp.com.au

popcorn
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It depends what you’re
doing. “There’s some

evidence that compression
wear can reduce muscle
vibration during high-
impact or power-driven
activities such as jumping
or sprinting, with small
improvements in vertical
jump performance,” notes
Neal Pire, an exercise
physiologist. It may also
improve recovery, since the
garments theoretically help
increase blood flow return,
bringing more oxygen and
nutrients to the muscles.
Some studies have found
reduced muscle swelling
and pain and an increase
in blood lactate removal.
“Some athletes swear by
compression wear – and
if you believe it helps,
you may indeed perform
better!” Pire says.

A:

What’s the best type of
cardio for weight loss –
steady state or HIIT?

“In addition to training
hard and eating right,

certain supplements can help
boost your results and get
you into stage-ready shape.
I recommend a few different
types of supplements to my
clients when they are prepping
for a show,” says Dr Shannon
Dey, CEO and founder of
Bombshell Fitness and head
of professional competitive
fitness Team Bombshell.
See her fave picks at right.

A:

Which supplements
can help me get
ready for my first
fitness competition?

Compression
gear may help
kick up your
recovery

Can compression
gear improve
my workout
performance?

Several studies comparing steady-state
endurance workouts with high-intensity

intervals found that subjects in both groups
saw similar improvements in fitness and body
composition after several weeks of training,
compared with less-active participants, notes
exercise scientist Dr Yuri Feito. That said, those
in the high-intensity group reported enjoying
their workouts more and spent less time overall
working out (about 15 minutes, compared with
more than an hour), adds Dr Feito. And at the end
of the studies, those in the HIIT group reported
they were significantly more likely to keep up
their active routine. “I’d suggest using both types
interchangeably according to how you feel,”
Dr Feito advises. “High-intensity training might
provide greater effects in body composition
over time, but it may be difficult to maintain this
training regimen regularly.” And ultimately, the
best types of workouts to reach your weight-loss
goals are the ones you are willing to keep doing.

A:

TOP 
SUPPS 
TO TRY
Before fi rst cardio: 
a fat-burning supp 
(two days on, one day 
off ) for energy and 
fat loss

Morning: 
vitamin B6 (for brain 
development and 
function), vitamin 
E (antioxidant), 
multivitamin (overall 
health), collagen 
(to help boost skin 
elasticity), slow-
releasing iron (red-
blood-cell function), 
glucosamine/
chondroitin (joint 
health) and a fi bre 
supplement (for 
gastrointestinal 
health) 

Post-workout: 
BCAAs and glutamine 
(amino acids that 
assist in building 
muscles and repairing 
tissue as well as 
recovery)

With two to three
meals per day:
digestive enzymes 
(to help with 
digestion)

Evening: 
vitamin C 
(antioxidant)
as well as 
calcium, 
magnesium 
and zinc 
(key minerals
for a variety of
bodily functions) 

Protein powders: 
these may replace 
other protein sources 
but preferably only 
for one or two meals 
per day, maximum.

Before bed: 
glutamine (for 
additional recovery)
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LOST
66kg

At her 
happy  
weight 
Going slow and steady 
helped this reader 
shed 66 kilograms
By Catherine Hong
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BECKY TAYLOR
 

Age: 27

Height: 155cm

Starting weight: 120kg

After: 54kg

Lost: 66kg

THE GRADUAL APPROACH

 I weigh myself every morning 
  – it reinforces my accountability

BEFORE

S E C R E T S  T O  M Y  S U C C E S S

SANE MIND-SET “If I just keep 
doing what I know is healthy for 

my body, then everything will level 
off  in time. Weight fl uctuation 
is normal, and you can’t rush 
something as sensitive and 
important as your body.” 

RELIABLE RESET “I switch to light 
salads for dinner for a few days, 
and don’t eat anything after that 

until the next morning.” 

SMALLEST CHANGE WITH THE 
BIGGEST RESULTS “Drinking 
only water when I go out to 

restaurants.”

FAVOURITE GO-TO SNACKS 
“Whole fruit, cut-up vegetables, 

100-calorie packs of natural 
almonds, plain popcorn, anything 

pickled, and kombucha tea.” 

THE FOOD I’D SOONER DIE THAN
GIVE UP “Pasta. I love a big bowl 
of spaghetti. When I’m at home, 
I can usually satisfy my cravings 
by subbing out regular noodles 
for spaghetti squash or shirataki 

noodles. Or I make sure the pasta is 
wholegrain, so at least it has some 

nutritional value.” 

I NEVER THOUGHT _______ 
WOULD BECOME A HABIT “Eating 

a big breakfast. I used to skip 
breakfast – usually because I had 
overeaten the night before. Now, 

I look forward to my daily breakfast 
of oatmeal (with fl axseed and 

Greek yoghurt) and an egg on the 
side!”

PLATEAU-BUSTER “A night out 
dancing! It’s such a workout!”

SCALE HABIT “I weigh myself 
every morning – it reinforces 

my accountability.” 

LIFE NOW
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ARE ALL
SUGARS BAD?

Coconut Sugar and Sy
Weight loss (0)
Optimum health (3)
Calories: 15 per teaspoon
Coconut Sugar is made from the
coconut sugar does not taste like
a naturally low glycemic index, m
amino acids, like potassium, mag
white sugar, but still easily subst t

Date Sugar
Weight loss (2 1/2)
Optimum health (4)
Calories: 10-12 per teaspoon
Date sugar is basically just groun
unprocessed food it is considered
baking, but can leave the final pro
NOTE: f you can’t find date sugar, you c
baked goods. Not the lowest ca orie optio

High-Fructose Corn S
Weight loss (0)
Optimum health (0)
Calories: 17 per teaspoon
This hotly debated sweetener con
syrup. Because it’s cheaper than
foods use it instead of sucrose -
pointed to HFCS contributing to ob
consumption.

Honey
Weight loss (1)
Optimum health (2)
Calories: 21 per teaspoon
Honey contains trace amounts of
other sweeteners, i.e. it may not r
the body to have a slow and stea
contains electrolytes, vitamins an
does contain calories and should

PROUDLY SUPPORTING AUSTRALIANS SINCE 1947

Lovage
Lovage helps expel toxins from the body a
salads and stir fries. The leaves, stems an
reputation as being a useful body cleanse
The good news is that it is a very hardy pl
Lovage grows well from seed. Start in spri
seeds 1/4 inch deep. Seeds will germinat
organic fertilisers to promote strong, healt
means it ives for longer than two years, alt
Make sure you have room for it, mature pl
being kept slightly moist in a nutrient-rich s

Chilli
Chilli is a common ingredient in curries an
varies in spiciness and some people canno
stored in vinegar in a jar in the fridge.
A substance in chil i peppers has been sh
three times per day.
Chilli plants are relatively robust and easy t
chilli in a pot indoors from as early as Jun
need warmth to germinate, so if the positio
do take a while to germinate, seedlings c
(earlier if in a particularly warm area, later
Different varieties take different lengths of t
may take until late autumn/early winter to
Fertilise after flowering and while fruiting. D
pot size work best for ch llies. Harvest chill

Dandelion
Dande ion can be eaten raw or cooked or
of fresh leaves or root. Both the root and l
due to liver support.
Dande ion is able to grow under many d ffe
best in cooler to warm areas, with good rai
The strong tap root is able to take hold in
However, the biggest and best roots w ll gro
drained. The leaves will also be less bitter
as long as the pot is deep enough to accom
Dande ion will self-seed easily and plants w
the ground. Although they are perennials, it
to keep a healthy supply of plants.

GROWING
HERBS AT HOME

FOR DETOX &
WEIGHT LOSS
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PROS & CONS

OF POPULAR

DIETS

PROUDLY SUPPORTING AUSTRALIANS SINCE 1947

Pros

Testimonials report rapid weight loss in

the ‘attack phase’ which is motivating

to continue. Includes only lean protein,

exercise is advised. The plan is easy to

follow with no calorie counting. A wide

variety of foods can be eaten in the

consolidation and stabilisation phases.

Significant weight loss is certainly

possible on this diet.

Cons

High meat consumption and ‘ketosis’ which is part of

the attack phase, is hard on the kidneys and linked

to gout, high cholesterol and constipation. For people

needing to lose a lot of weight, they need to be on the

first 2 phases for lengthy periods and these phases are

extremely restrictive therefore could lead to nutrient

deficiencies. This diet is not suitable for vegetarians

or vegans and should not be undertaken by anyone

with kidney problems, or pregnant women.

Conclusion:
If followed c

orrectly this
diet is very

good for we
ight loss, bu

t will not su
it everyone

due

to the high
meat/protei

n ntake.

Dukan Diet
The Dukan Diet consists of 4 phases. The length of time spent on each phase is determined

by how much weight loss is required. First is the ‘Attack phase’ to kick start weight loss, when

only lean protein is eaten, plus a small amount of oat bran, with 6 to 8 glasses of water a day.

In phase 2 (the “cruise” phase), vegetables are allowed, excluding high starch such as potatoes

and corn – this phase continues until optimum weight is reached. Phase 3 is the “consolidation

phase” when fruit, grains, dairy and ‘normal eating’ is re-introduced. Stabilisation-the final phase

is designed to maintain your ideal weight with only one restrictive food day per week.

Meal Replacement Diets

(eg. Kicstart, Optifast, Celebrity Slim, Tony Ferguson, Herbalife, Cambridge Diet, Biggest Loser etc.)

enerally meal replacements come in the form of powders that are made into shakes. Ingredients

sually consist of non-fat milk powder sweetened with sugar, fructose, sucralose, zylitol or stevia

and fortified with many vitamins and minerals. Some have fibre (inulin, psyllium or guar) added to

help increase the feeling of satiety and avoid constipation.

Pros

These plans provide pre-packaged portion sizes,

taking away food choices which makes it an

easy diet to keep on track. Powders are faster

and easier than preparing meals and keep

you away from shopping and cooking which

reduces temptation. This method of dieting can

be an effective way to ‘jump start’ a weight loss

programme (such as the Cambridge Diet that

starts exclusively with meal replacements then

slowly moves to a food diet over a period of

weeks).

Cons

Some programmes don’t provide education

about everyday healthy food choices and

calorie awareness and many are sweet

tasting which may encourage a ‘sweet tooth’.

These plans are particularly difficult for care

givers (eg. mothers) who are responsible for

preparing family meals as they must resist

all the food they are hand ing and preparing.

Many people get tired of the same tastes

over and over, and they can also be quite

expensive.

Conclusion:
Can be a ve

ry effective
way to lose

weight quic
kly, but unl

ess it’s part
of a long ter

m

healthy eati
ng food plan

, rebound w
eight gain is

highly likely
.
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SARAH BOWES

Age: 27

Starting weight: 78kg

After: 63kg

Lost: 15kg

“I got my 
drive back”

Like many women, Sarah Bowes
didn’t realise the number on
the scale was ratcheting higher,

until it climbed too far to ignore. She
managed to lose her pregnancy weight
fairly easily after having her son, Alex,
three years ago, but after she returned
to work she found balancing her job as

of raising an infant left her with little
time or energy to eat right or exercise.

“I gained back all of that pregnancy
weight and then some,” says Bowes.
“I’d get home and binge on cheap,
processed foods like mac and cheese
or get home delivery.”

When she tried to eat clean, it often
became an excuse to eat unhealthily
the rest of the day. Even weight-
loss supplements failed to make a
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A transformation challenge gave new 
mum Sarah Bowes the motivation she 
needed to reclaim her body – and 
take her fitness to the next level   
By Nicole Adamo

Putting  
herself fi rst 
gave the new 
mum a boost 
of confi dence

difference. “I realised there was no 
secret pill,” she says. By February 
2012, Bowes had ballooned to an 
all-time high of 78kg and was 
discouraged by her lack of drive. 

It was then that she and her 
husband Chris noticed a 90-day 

website with a prize of $10,000 for the 
most dramatic results. “It caught my 
eye because not only was it a goal that 
we could work toward and it’d keep us 
accountable, but the monetary promise 
also sweetened the pot!” Inspired, the 
pair improved their diet and started 
a training routine. 

it was the jump-start Bowes needed. 
She spent about 15-20 minutes of her 
lunch hour each day doing cardio, 
and another 45-60 minutes of weight 
training at night after she put her son 
to bed. She also dramatically cleaned 
up her diet. After three months, she’d 
lost about 10 kilos. “I had all of this 
newfound energy!” she says.

By the following fall, she decided 

Working with trainers from her 

while adding lean muscle. At her 

trophies and an overall, as well as 
placing second in the open division.   

Competing gave Bowes ample 

– how I looked and felt mattered more 
than numbers on a scale.” Friends, 
family, and even strangers began to 
tell her how her changes motivated 
them to become more active. “It’s 
humbling because I was just like every 
other struggling mum who wants 

that only I could control whether my 
strengths outweighed my weaknesses.”  

S A R A H ’ S  M E N U 
BREAKFAST: egg whites, oats and berries
SNACK 1: chicken breast, brown rice and green 
vegies
LUNCH: sirloin steak, white rice and green 
vegies
SNACK 2: protein shake, peanut butter and an 
apple
DINNER: chicken breast and spinach or 
asparagus
SNACK 3: egg whites and almonds

T R A I N I N G  S C H E D U L E
HIIT FASTED CARDIO 3-4 TIMES A WEEK
MON: glutes, hamstrings and triceps
TUES: back, biceps and core
WED: shoulders
THURS: cardio
FRI: quads and hamstrings
SAT: glutes and hamstrings
SUN: off 

FAV E  S U P P L E M E N T S 
PRE-WORKOUT: ProBody Solutions VasocX 
PROTEIN SUPPLEMENT: MusclePharm 
Combat Powder
POST-WORKOUT: Cellucor COR-Performance B
COMPETITION PREP: MHP DREN fat burner, 
ProBody Solutions ADRENYLCX 
DAILY HEALTH: Optimum Nutrition Opti-
Women multivitamin, plus probiotic and 
potassium supplements
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Weight lossboils down to
a simple equation: expend
more calories than you
take in.With that, eating
well and doing cardio is
your fast-track to success.
But when it comes to
shaping your body, there’s a
totally different way to get
results: strength training.
“The number on the scale
is where youwant it, but
maybe your butt is still
saggy or your tummy not
quite taut – less cardio and
more lifting fixes that,” says
Holly Perkins, a strength
and conditioning specialist.
Sowhy do less cardio?

For one, cardio is catabolic;
toomuch of it increases
production of the stress
hormone cortisol, which,
over time, slows your
metabolism and throws off
how your bodymanages
carbs (by shuttling them
to be stored as fat). Also,
cardio doesn’t havemuch
effect onmuscles.When
you run you engage your
butt and legs, sure, but it’s
not enough to break down
the tissue prompting the
muscle to rebuild stronger
and firmer likeweighted
squats can.

Embrace theweight
You’ve dropped kilograms. High-five! It’s nowmore important than
ever tomake a simpleworkout change that’ll help you shape your new
body and keep the kgs off for good.

NEVER BE AFRAID OF MUSCLE

hormonally impossible,” says Perkins.
Simply put, women don’t have as much
muscle-building testosterone as men do.
As a general rule, Perkins recommends
you lift weights heavy enough so you
can do 12 to 15 perfect reps of any
move, but no more. “The weights you’ll
be capable of lifting will never trigger
big muscle growth,” she says. What
it will do is make your muscles more
metabolically active (which helps you
burn more calories). “This training

they look toned,” says Perkins. Dense
muscle is tighter than fat, which is why
your weight should stay the same even
though youmay drop a full size.

EFFICIENCY IS KEY

do simple, isolated moves that target one
muscle or muscle group at a time (like
a biceps curl or leg extension) or you
can do bigger, compoundmovements
that work multiple muscle groups at
once (like a lunge with a biceps curl or

deadlift). “The long-term goal is to
focus on the latter because they get you
results faster,” says Perkins. “When
I take clients from simple workouts to
compoundmovements, I see a quick drop
in body fat and better muscle shape.”

WHEN AND HOW MUCH

for three 35-minute total-body strength-
training sessions on alternate days each
week. During two of those workouts,
focus on simple, isolated exercises.
During the third session, try with more
compoundmovements, like squat to
shoulder press, deadlift to high pull and
push-up into side plank. As for cardio,
Perkins recommends tallying up the
amount you’ve been doing in minutes
per week. Then, cut that number in half.
Aim to do that much cardio per week
in addition to your strength training.
Ideally, do it on non-strength-training
days or after your weight session.
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Cult of
The 

This fitness 
craze is only 
getting bigger

CrossFit
Everybody loves CrossFit. 

And right now the 
functional fi tness world 
is abuzz, with the latest 

CrossFit Games well underway 
in regions across the world. 

Jessica Coughlan (pictured 
right) started doing CrossFit 
in 2011 and, at the time of 
writing, was preparing for the 
CrossFit Games Open after 
placing third at the Pacifi c 
Regionals. The top fi ve women, 
men and teams will qualify for 
the Reebok CrossFit Games, 
to be held in the US in July.

“This is my fourth Regionals,” 
Jess says. “Last year I fi nished 
sixth. I’ve fi nished sixth for the 

last three years, so I’m hoping 
to improve on that this year.”

Jess’s continued success has 
seen her attract some impressive 
sponsors, including supplement 
providers ATP Science. Their 
support means that Jess can 
spend less time worrying about 
money, and more time on training. 

Just do it
Jess fi rst discovered CrossFit 
after a trainer at her gym 
recommended she give it a go. 
“I was a really fanatical gym-goer, 
but I didn’t think I’d be fi t enough, 
so I trained up for three or four 
months fi rst,” she says. “Then 
I went along and I realised that 
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it’s not something you can train
for – you have to just go and do it.”

And she was hooked right away.
“It was unlike anything I’d ever
done before. I have a background
as a gymnast, so that’s helpful with
some of the body weight moves.”

Unlike other fitness fads that
blaze up and then fade away just
as quickly, CrossFit only seems
to be growing in popularity.

“I think it’s because of the
community aspect that it forges,”
Jess says. “Instead of just joining
a gym you’re joining a community.
Everyone has the same interests
and goals, and you end up being
friends with everyone. You
don’t just get there and do your
workout and go home.

“The other thing is that everyone
is regarded as an athlete, so
even people who’ve never done
anything in their life before, they
train like an athlete. I think having
that kind of drive behind you, it
helps you to reach your goals.” 

Good or bad?
Just as CrossFit has its many
fans, it also has its detractors.
And looking in from the outside
– especially as a woman – it can
appear to be quite intimidating.

“I guess some women see it as
just throwing around weights and
that it might be too intense, but
the great thing about CrossFit is
that it’s infinitely scalable,” Jess
says. “So you’ll attend a CrossFit
gym (a “box”) and you’ll see the
workout up on the board, but
you’ve also see people performing
variations of that workout – scaling
the movement or the weight. If you
attend a good gym, the trainers
will help you with that.

“But, like any fitness program
or anything in life really, there are
good and bad things. So there are
good and bad CrossFit affiliates. 

Find one that’s high quality – they
make sure you don’t get injured.
That injury thing is one of the main
criticisms. But if you have realistic
expectations of yourself and find
a good gym then you’ll be fine.”

Jess suggests that if you’re
thinking about trying CrossFit, you
should go to a few different gyms
and check them out. “These days,
because CrossFit is becoming a lot
more common, there are a lot of
different boxes working towards
different niches in the market.
I know that a lot of boxes now
offer women-only classes. There
are women-only boxes, others
which are more competition based,
others that are more family based.”

On the Open road
As she prepares for the Open,
Jess trains twice a day, six times a
week. “My training is divided into
strength, skills and conditioning,”
say Jess, who’s 163cm tall and
54kg. Being smaller, Jess has
an advantage over other taller
competitors, while her gym
background also gives her an edge.

“I also eat fairly clean,” she says.
“I don’t have any dairy and I avoid
processed foods. However I do eat
a lot! I have big salads and vegies
and meat portions. And omelettes
and smoothies for breakfast. As
with any athlete, it’s important to
fuel your body properly. A good
breakfast, and a good post-
workout meal. You need to thank 

SPERRY GOOD
US CrossFit star Darian Sperry (pictured
above) broke the internet recently when
a GIF of her doing a 180 pound (81.5kg)
snatch went viral. The teeny (155cm, 58kg)
CrossFitter also boasts maxes of 210 pound
(95kg) clean and jerk and 300 pound (136kg)
deadlift. Now that’s lifting like a girl!
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your body for the work it’s done.”
Of course, a girl has to have her

treats, so Jess allows herself a treat
meal once a week. “But if I go out
for a birthday or something special,
I’m going to eat what I like,” she
says. “I work hard and maintain
a clean diet most of the time, so
on special occasions I don’t think
twice about enjoying my food.”

The CrossFit Open will be held
from May 22 to 24 in Wollongong,
NSW. Here’s hoping that this year
Jess can crack the top five! Head
to games.crossfit.com to track  
her progress. Go Jess!

“It’s not something
you can train for – you
just have to go and do 
it”
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ultimate
CrossFit
workout

Train for functional
strength, and a killer

bodwill follow. Camille
Leblanc-Bazinet – 2014

winner of Reebok’s
CrossFit Games and
crowned the “Fittest
Woman on Earth” –

shows you exactly how
to get in the best shape
of your life with some

of her favourite CrossFit
moves. Try them today
and see howpowerful

you can feel!

A

BY CAT PERRY  /
WORKOUT BY DAVE LIPSON  /  

PHOTOGRAPHS BY DUSTIN SNIPES  /  

The
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 Stand with feet hip-width 
apart, holding barbell wide 
with a hook grip (overhand, 
thumb wrapped around bar, 
grasping both thumb and 
bar) (A).
 With back fl at, core tight, 
chest up and weight on balls 
of feet, straighten knees and 
lift bar, initiating move from 
hips. When bar is mid-thigh, 
pull bar into body and jump, 
extending hips, knees and 
ankles (B).

 With a big shoulder shrug, 
bring arms overhead while 
pulling yourself under to 
catch weight. Receive bar 
in over head squat, arms 
locked (C). 
 Drive through heels to return 
to standing, knees and hips 
fully locked out (D).

SNATCH

B

Make sure the move is 
one continuous pull from 
the ground to overhead; 
speed under bar is key.

TIP

NOTE FOR 
NEWBIES
Try a one-arm 

dumbbell snatch 
with a moderate 
weight before 
progressing to 

the barbell.

C

D
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Dead hang from the rings
with elbows fully locked
out. To initiate move, lean
back and drive hips up
(aka, “kipping” your body)
toward rings, until hips and
legs are parallel to floor
and hands are about level
with navel (A). Keep hands
close together and elbows
in tight.
Keeping rings as close to
body as possible, drive
elbows back, bending
them 90 degrees, until 

body is positioned into
the bottom of a ring dip,
with legs forward (B).
Straighten arms to lock
out your elbows, lowering 
legs towards floor to
complete the rep.
Reverse the movement,
bending elbows and
swinging legs forward,
then drop back down with
arms extended and legs
and hips swinging back
behind you to get ready
for your next rep (C).  

Stand with feet hip-width
apart, bending forward
from hips and bending
knees, with your hands
outside your legs and bar
lightly touching middle
of shins. Keep shoulders
slightly in front of the bar,
back naturally arched and
abs tight, with head in
a neutral position (A).

Drive through your heels
as you stand up, keeping
the bar in contact with
your legs; maintain a
strong lumbar curve.
Finish the rep with hips
and knees fully locked
out and chest open (B).

RING MUSCLE-UP

DEADLIFT

NOTE FOR NEWBIES
Using a false grip on the
rings (which places your

wrist above the ring rather
than below it) can help you
get the mechanics down.
Bring your wrist onto the
ring, flexing hand towards
your wrist so it’s bent, not
locked. Doing a jumping
muscle-up can also help.

Do not bend your arms until
your hips are at or very near  
the rings on your pull.

Focus on
folding
your body
into a V and
aggressively
opening your
hips to drive
towards
the rings.

Ensure proper
tension in
arms,
hamstrings
and back
before pulling
weight off the 
floor. 

TIP

TIP

TIP
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Begin next to a wall with top of head
touching the floor and hands slightly
outside shoulders, palms down; or
get in position over two dip bars
placed side by side (as shown). Lift
feet off floor, placing your heels on
wall. Straighten arms and lift head,
locking elbows; keep body straight.
Bend elbows forward until head
touches the target, then press up  
by extending your arm while
keeping a hollow position (A).
Press back up, extending arms  
and locking out elbows (B).

HANDSTAND PUSH-UP

Stand in front of a squat
rack (not shown) with
feet wider than hip width
and toes slightly pointed
out. Position yourself so
barbell is just behind the
neck, resting on or across
the trapezius muscles.
Grip the bar with elbows
pulled in tight and
pointed down. Set hips
underneath shoulders.
Make sure core is tight
and stays so throughout 

the entire lift.
To initiate movement,
send your hips back and
down while maintaining
a good lumbar curve,
with knees tracking over
the toes. Descend until
the hips are just below
the knees (A).
Pushing through your
heels, drive your knees
out and rise back to
start, locking knees
and hips at the top (B).

BACK SQUAT
Think about pushing your
knees out on the way up.

Taking a deep
breath and
tightening
your core
before you
descend will
create a
“belly belt”
and help keep
your back in a
safe position
throughout
the move.

TIP

TIP

NOTE FOR NEWBIES
To modify this move, get in

upside-down pike position, feet
resting on a box and hands on 

the floor.

A

A B

B
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Stand with feet hip-width
apart. Grasp barbell on the
floor in a hook grip, hands
just outside shins, and
shoulders at or just over
the bar. Bend knees, keeping
back flat, abs tight, chest
up, and body weight over
balls of your feet (A).
Pushing through your
heels, straighten legs as
you lift the bar, allowing
hips and shoulders to rise  
at the same rate.
When barbell is mid-
thigh, pull weight towards
your body and jump up, 

extending hips, knees and
ankles (triple extension) (B).
With a big shrug of the
shoulders, bring elbows
high and outside the bar,
then back around while
pulling yourself under the
bar. Drop into a low quarter
front squat, or just pulse
knees (as shown), to receive
the weight (C).
Drive through the heels to
return to standing position
(D). The clean is completed
when the knees and hips are
fully locked out at the top.

SQUAT CLEAN & JERK

NOTE FOR
NEWBIES

Try a dumbbell
clean &

press before
progressing to

the barbell.

Start with your big knuckles on
top of the bar for a stronger grip.TIP

Use one continuous pull from
the floor to your shoulders.TIP

A

B

C

D

The power from this lift
is initiated from your hips.TIP
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Jump into a dead hang
from the bar, with hands
in an overhand grip outside
your shoulders. Keep arms
and elbows locked out (A).
Keeping the shoulders
closed, elbows in, back flat 

and legs straight, swing
legs back and lift them until
your toes touch the pull-
up bar, initiating the move
with your core (B). Slowly 
return legs to start.

TOES TO BAR

NOTE FOR
NEWBIES
Try a hanging

knee raise
on a pull-up
bar before

progressing
to this move.  

Do not use
momentum –
allow your
core muscles
to control
your legs.

TIP

A B

From when I was little
I was never a thin sort
of shape. I’d always been

quite curvy and chubby.
I never had the sort of build
to be sporty. My mum and
dad always taught my sister
and I to eat our vegetables
and fruit and always drink
our water, so I was relatively
healthy but did not have
much of an interest in sport.
My sister was the sporty
one and would always try to
encourage me to go running 

Changed by CrossFit
Teen Madalyn Crismale (16) on how CrossFit changed her life

or do a workout with her.
Growing up I did dancing

and singing and by the end
of primary school I decided
to just focus on my singing.
So when I quit dancing I was
not really doing any exercise.
But it was in Year 8 when I
started working at my first
job in a takeaway shop when
I started to put on weight. I
was working with the food so
on my breaks it was always
just easier to eat the food.

At my heaviest I was 72kg.
I remember being on the
beach in January of last year
trying to think of a sport
I could play. But it wasn't
until May last year that I really
decided to start committing 
to doing something.
My singing teacher also
encouraged me to start doing
exercise and eating better –
to make me feel better but
also to improve my singing.
So I started riding my bike.

My father is a personal 

trainer, so he helped me
with my diet and wrote me
a program to help me drop
weight and boost my fitness.
With better eating and daily
exercise I dropped 20kg.

When I was 13 I went to a
fitness expo with my dad and
we watched the women do
CrossFit. I wasn’t familiar with
it but it looked challenging. In
late July 2014 I joined Crossfit
HF in Penrith (crossfithf.com).
By doing CrossFit I am now
lifting weight that I never
imagined I could have lifted
and I’ve surprised myself
with how far I’ve come
and what I can now do.

This year I went in the
CrossFit Open in the teen
category and I surprised
myself again with what I
had gained through doing
CrossFit. Before joining
CrossFit HF I had been
feeling negative about the
way I looked, which was silly
since I had come so far, but 

when joining they helped
me with my eating, which
helped me to stop feeling
so tired and negative. But
it was also the training and
the support I had around
me that helped me to push
harder and test myself to
see what I was capable of.
Throughout the CrossFit
Opens, the workouts I was
doing and the results
I was getting continued
to amaze me. By the end
of the Open I finished 28th
within my region and 340th
within the world! When
seeing this it just showed
me what I am capable of.
Pretty damn good for a girl
who couldn’t do a single 
push-up a year ago! 

Before

Now!
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HOP TO IT

Kanga Bangas
What’s that, Skip?

Gluten free and
98 percent fat free,
Kanga Bangas carry
the Heart Foundation
Tick of Approval. A
single 100g serve has
only one gram of fat
and 20 grams of
protein. A perfect
healthy alternative to
your regular mystery
meat bangas.
Available in plain
and bush tomato.

THE SLICE IS RIGHT

Kraft high
protein cheese

This is the highest
protein cheese
available, with 9.7g
protein per 25g
serve. It’s also the
lowest fat cheese on
the market, with only
1.4g fat per serve.
Kraft uses a unique
manufacturing
process which
reduces fat while
also enhancing
protein content. 

GOOGS TO GO

Puregg
Could it get any

more simple? Not
only have these
guys cracked the
eggs for you, they’ve
separated yolks
and whites. So you
can make yourself a
healthy omelette in
about two seconds
flat. Toss in some
veg and lean protein,
maybe some cheese.
Breakfast, lunch and/
or dinner is served!

ALMOST TOO EASY
Steggles Just Eat It

Perfect for busy
people who want to
eat clean and lean
in a hurry, Steggles
Just Eat it is a range
of sliced, cooked
chicken and turkey
that can be enjoyed
cold or hot, right
out of the easy-peel
pack. Low in fat and
high in protein, and
also full of essential 
vitamins and
minerals. 

GOOD GREEK!

Chobani
Greek yoghurt

A 170g tub of
Chobani plain low-
fat Greek yoghurt
contains almost 17
grams of protein –
about twice as much
as other versions. It
also contains gut-
friendly probiotic
bacteria. Just stick
to plain – flavoured
versions have about
three times more
sugar in them.

FROM THE DEEP

Cole’s frozen
baby octopus

If you’re not
squeamish, this is a
great staple to add to
your diet. One 100g
serve contains more
than 25g protein If
you’re worried about
chewy tentacles,
don’t – frozen
octopus has an
advantage over fresh
because the sub-
zero process helps
tenderise the meat.  

You know you need protein to help build
lean muscle, but are you getting enough
different types? Living a life of protein
shakes is not just going to make you really
bored, it also means you’re missing out on
lots of essential nutrients. Protein comes in
a variety of sources, including meat, milk,
fish, soy and eggs, as well beans, legumes
and nut butters. The wider variety of
proteins you consume on a regular basis,
the more your body will benefit. And it’s
not just about muscle – protein also keeps
your immune system functioning properly;
maintains healthy skin, hair and nails; and
helps your body produce enzymes, which 
help maintain energy and stamina, 
among other things.

The best sources of protein
are ones that contain all 9
essential amino acids. These
include animal products –
meat, fish, poultry, dairy and
eggs. But vegetarians can still
get their amino acids, they
just have to choose carefully
from the right legumes, seeds, 
grains and vegetables.
We’ve included some of 
the best sources for
you here. Give that
shaker a break and 
dig into these. 

Eggs are one of the
purest forms of protein

and one of the most
nutritious foods on the
planet. And they don't
raise your cholesterol.

45-60
Recommended

grams of protein you
should be consuming 

every day
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BUCK THE TREND
ORGRAN
Buckwheat pasta

Made from 100
percent super-
healthy buckwheat,
this pasta is gluten
free and contains
more protein than
rice, wheat, millet
and corn. Buckwheat
is not related to
wheat – it actually
belongs to the
rhubarb family, and is
highly valued for its
nutritional benefits.

SUPER SAMBO

Helga’s Lower
Carb bread

Helga’s makes this
bread lower carb by
using more seeds
and fewer grains.
A slice has around
half the carbs of a
traditional white.
Comes in four
varities – five seeds;
soy and toasted
sesame; sunflower
and golden linseed;
and wholemeal  
and seed. 

BROWN IS BEST

Sunrice Low
GI brown rice

Combines the
benefits of a
wholegrain brown rice
with the advantages
of being low GI, which
means it’s digested
more slowly to
provide a sustained
energy release. Brown
rice has retained its
bran layer, which is
the most fibre- and
nutrient-rich part of 
the grain. 

WHAT'S THE SKINNY?

Real Foods
Corn Thins

Corn Thins are a
healthy crispbread
made from popped
corn using a recipe
that guarantees
maximum flavour
and crunch. High in
fibre with no added
sugar, Corn Thins are
made with all natural
ingredients and have
no artificial flavours,
no artificial colours
and no preservatives.

MORNING GLORY

Uncle Tobys
Multigrain Oats

Start the day with
some slow-release
energy that’ll have
you powering
through to lunch.
Low in fat and
calories and high in
fibre, these oats also
contain almost 5g
protein per serve.
Put a sachet in the
microwave and
you’ll have a warm,
satisfying breakfast.

KEEN FOR KEEN-WAH

Ceres Organics
red quinoa

The “mother of
all grains”, quinoa is
a complete protein,
meaning it has all
nine essential amino
acids in the correct
proportions. And
one cup contains
more than eight
grams of protein.
Quinoa can be
substituted for any
grain in almost  
any recipe.

Even if you’re a committed gym-goer
who opts for a high-protein, low-carb diet,
you still need your carbohydrates. They're
the main energy source for your body, and
are essential for healthy heart and nervous
system function. And the more active you
are, the more carbs you need.

Carbs also help to regulate your mood and
keep your intestines healthy. Plus your brain
needs carbs to function properly, which is
why you might have found yourself feeling
a bit foggy in the head on low carb days.
Increasing the amount of fibre in your diet
can also keep your heart healthy, by helping
to lower bad cholesterol levels.

Of course, there are bad carbs, but we’re
not suggesting you eat them. No, we’re
talking about unprocessed, whole-grain,
high fibre, low GI carbs that won’t mess
with your blood sugar levels or turn you
into a pre-diabetic blob. Australian and
New Zealand Nutrient Reference Values
recommend that carbs should make up
about 45 percent of your daily intake. Try
some of the products we recommend
below to keep your body and brain running 
at their best. 

All carbs are not equal
The more processed
the ingredients, the
worse the food is for
you. Always read the

label and go for whole 
grain carbs.
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33%
One 150g cup of

wholmeal pasta gives
you this much of
your daily fibre

requirement
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GONE FISHIN’

Bird’s Eye 
fish fillets

 Get your omega-
3s in a flash with 
Bird’s Eye Ocean 
Selections. Available 
in salmon, hoki, 
dory, barramundi, 
tuna and whiting, 
these fillets are 
snap frozen and 
unflavoured, which 
means no hidden 
added sugars, salts 
or fat. Perfect for 
steaming, baking 
or pan frying. 

COTTAGE INDUSTRY

Dairy Farmer’s 
cottage cheese

 Cottage cheese is 
full of casein protein 
– a slow-digesting 
protein that supplies 
your muscles with 
a steady supply of 
vital amino acids. 
Low in fat and 
calories, cottage 
cheese is great to 
use as a substitute 
for higher fat 
cheeses in recipes, 
and also goes great 
on crackers. 

DIP IN!

Yalla hummus
Made from

chickpeas, hummus
is rich in both soluble
and insoluble fibre,
so it can help you
maintain healthy
cholesterol levels
and healthy bowels.
Hummus is also
a great source of
molybdenum, a trace
mineral that helps
your body detox the
nasties like sulphites.
A good source of
protein, too.

BERRY HEALTHY

McCain frozen 
berries

 Give your shake 
or smoothie an 
antioxidant blast 
with McCain’s 
frozen berries 
– strawberries, 
blackberries, 
blueberries and 
raspberries, with 
no added sugar or 
preservatoives or 
anything else. Just 
pure fruit, ready to 
go at a moment’s 
notice. 

FAST AND FRESH

Heinz 
SteamFresh

 A genius way to 
get more veg into 
your diet, Heinz 
SteamFresh vegies 
are individual serves 
that steam in your 
microwave in under 
three minutes. Keep 
some in the fridge 
at work as well as 
at home, and you’ll 
always have some 
healthy vegetable 
to add to your lunch 
or dinner. 

EIGHT IN ONE BLOW

V8 vegetable 
juice

 Containing eight 
diff erent vegies, 
including lycopene-
rich tomato and 
superfood spinach, 
V8 is an easy way 
to get two serves of 
vegies into your day 
in a single glass. If 
you can’t stand the 
thought of drinking 
it, you can also use 
V8 vegetable juice 
in recipes like pasta 
sauces and chilli. S
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 Apart from being a great way to store meals 
that you’ve prepared in bulk and keeping your 
vegetables crisp, your fridge is perfect for 
housing a whole host of healthy meal options. 
And if your fridge is stocked with good stuff , 
you’re more likely to come home from work or 
the gym and make yourself something decent 
to eat, rather than logging onto Menulog and 
ordering something you really shouldn’t.  

The key here is to keep it simple. If you’re hungry 
and tired, you’re not going to want to mess around 
with lots of preparation and cooking. You need 
quick meal and snack solutions that’ll keep you 

happy and your body healthy. Try some of our 
ideas below and you'll never go hungry or 

be tempted by home delivery ever again. 
Of course, the downside to the fridge 

and freezer is the multitude of bad 
foods you can stash in there 

– ice cream, sugary soft 
drink, pies and chips, all 

set to start calling out 
to you during a weak 
moment... Let us help 

you out here: just 
don’t buy them in 
the fi rst place!

 Salmon is not just an 
excellent source of 

protein, it’s also a good 
source of omega-3 

fatty acids.

5˚C
Keep meat, dairy, 
egg and seafood 
at or below this 
temperature for 

safety



LENTIL AS ANYTHING

McKenzie’s
SuperBlend

Super-charge your
meals with these
protein-packed
blends. Available
in freekeh, lentils
and beans; lentils,
quinoa and beans;
and pearl and black
barley. Chuck them
in soups, stews
and sauces for a
powerful protein and
fibre hit that’ll help
you hit your RDIs
without even trying.

SWEET DISPOSITION

Well Naturally
Chocolate

This no-added
sugar, stevia-
sweetened range
comes in an array
of flavours and is
available in milk and
70% cocoa dark. A
bunch of studies
have found dark
choc can ease stress,
lower blood pressure
and increase insulin
senstivity. It may also
help lower your risk
of heart disease.

CLEVER NUTS

Lucky Smart Snax
Need a snack?

Most processed
snacks like chips,
pastries and
biscuits contain
unhealthy fats. But
nuts and seeds are
packed with natural
goodness and they
contain "good" fats,
which can help to
maintain a healthy
heart. They're also
high in protein,
vitamins, minerals
and dietary fibre.

SPREAD ‘EM

Mayver’s 
peanut butter   

 Mayver’s peanut 
butter is made from 
just pure natural 
Australian peanuts 
and a little sea salt. 
Unlike other brands, 
Mayver’s has no 
added oil, sugar or 
hardened fats. A 
good source of niacin  
and antioxidants. 
Very low in salt and 
saturated fat and a 
rich source of dairy-
free protein and fibre.

FISHY BUSINESS

Safcol 
Tuna Meals 

 Safcol’s tuna 
meals are an easy 
way to get your 
protein and omega-3 
hit anywhere. Perfect 
for a last-minute 
idea for lunch at 
the office or for 
adding into salads 
or pastas. Available 
in four different 
flavours, they’re a 
convenient source of 
lean protein and B 
vitamins. 

A POTENT BREW

Green Tea X50 
 Green tea 

contains two 
potent fl avonoids 
– anthocyanin and 
proanthocyanidin – 
as well as catechin. 
These are powerful 
fl avonols that have 
antioxidant and 
anti-infl ammatory 
properties. So it 
can help lower your 
risk of pretty much 
anything nasty. It 
may also help your 
body burn fat. IS
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 Your pantry holds the building blocks of 
all your meals. Canned goods, jarred sauces, 
oils, herbs and spices, dried stuff  – pasta, rice, 
beans and legumes. But things can also linger 
in here forgotten for years. So the best thing 
you can do, before you stock your pantry with 
virtuous fare is to give it a good old-fashioned 
clean out. Throw away all those 10-year-old 
cans of baked beans. While theoretically they 
would still be safe to eat, we really don’t want 
you taking the chance. 

Toss everything that’s out of date (you’ll 
be surprised how much inedible stuff  you’ve 
accumulated over the years).  Next, turf (or 
donate, if it’s edible) anything you’re unlikely 
to – or shouldn’t –  eat. Next, make a list of 
what you should have. Make a start with the 
products we have listed below. 

While you’re shopping, make sure you check 
out the nutritional info panel on packaging. Just 
because it says it’s healthy on the front, doesn’t 
mean that it’s not actually an evil super-villain 
in disguise. Pay particular attention to serving 
size and calories per serve, and make sure it’s 
low in fat, sugar and sodium. 

Because you can!
 A mere 100g sardines 
packs an impressive 

21g protein.

20
Percentage of 

food the average 
Aussie discards  
after purchasing
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A BURNING ISSUE

Horleys Bioburn
Bioburn promotes

fat oxidation,
increases metabolic
rate, enhances mental
focus, boosts energy
levels and enhances
your mood. Contains
caffeine from three
natural sources (green
coffee, green tea and
guarana) to deliver a
long lasting energy
without the jitters or
crash. Just don’t drink
after 4pm.

PURE MUSCLE
Bulk Nutrients
whey protein

One of the purest
on the market, with
high levels of protein
and lower levels of
fats, carbohydrates
and sodium. Naturally
rich in amino acids,
particularly the
branched chain
amino acids, essential
amino acids and
glutamine which
ensures optimum
muscle growth.

POWDER POWER

Isowhey Sports
BCAA powder

This powder
provides therapeutic
amounts of three
essential amino acids
involved in building
and maintaining
lean muscle mass;
leucine, isoleucine
and valine. Take it
in water or a shake
before, during or
after exercise to
promote protein
balance in muscle.

SWEET AS

Isowhey Sports
energy bar

Eat one of these
before an event
as part of a carb-
loading strategy and
to ensure sufficient
levels of muscle
and liver glycogen,
during an event to
stabilise blood sugar
levels and provide
ongoing fuel, or after
to replace expended
nutrients and to
maximise recovery.
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 No matter how well you’ve stocked 
your pantry, fridge and freezer, there will 
always be times when you’re in too much 
of a rush to mess about with cooking, and 
need a protein or energy hit fast. That’s 
why it’s smart to always have an arsenal 
of supps on hand that you can grab when 
you’re in a rush. 

A quick note for shake fans: it’s 
important that you don’t overdo it with 
your protein shakes. If you’re already 
eating enough protein (the average 
woman needs from 45-60g per day) , 
you don’t need to top things up with a 
shake. Your body can only use around 
50g of protein at one time – consume any  
more than that and it just goes straight to 
your fat stores (protein has four calories 
per gram) – not your muscles, as some 
powder purveyors would have you believe. 

Balance out your protein throughout 
the day, aiming for about 20g protein per 
meal. Try to eat as much whole food as 
possible, but keep these products in mind 
for when you need a protein, energy or 
vitamin and mineral hit. 

MUSCLE MAKER

INC. Creatine
 A micronised 

form of creatine for 
a more advanced 
format to support 
better absorption 
and utilisation in 
the body. Creatine 
supports strength, 
power and energy 
production. This is 
a single ingredient 
product in a versatile 
format that you can 
add to juice, shakes 
and other drinks.

JUST FOR THE GIRLS

Fitmiss Delight
  A nutrition shake 

for women that 
provides a full day’s 
essential nutrients 
and delivers optimal 
levels of protein, 
digestive enzymes, 
vitamins and minerals. 
Also contains the 
vegetable-based 
protein Solathin, 
which makes you feel 
full faster. Perfect for 
boosting muscle and 
energy, plus fat loss.

0.75
Grams of protein 

you need per kilo 
of bodyweight

A little help from 
your blends. While 

whole foods are 
always best, a quality 
supplement can help 

you hit your RDIs.



Ready to Eat



KNOCK-
OUT
BODY

Kickboxing does a lot of very good things. First off, a fight-
style workout will whip your body into phenomenal shape:
new research finds it’s one of the fastest ways to burn calories 
and get fit, winning you toned, sexy muscles and a lean
figure. But equally valuable, those power punches and kick
combos make you feel supremely badass, instilling the kind
of confidence that sticks. Strong body, strong mind. Ready? 

9
MOVES TO A

BY JACLYN EMERICK  PHOTOGRAPHS BY FRANCISCO GARCIA
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You can’t argue with science: when it comes to 
getting fit fast, kickboxing is a champ. People 
who did a one-hour workout with punching 
and kicking combos three times per week over 
the course of five weeks saw significant gains 

in their fitness levels, finds a new study published in the 
journal Muscles, Ligaments, and Tendons. They improved 
their upper-body muscle power by 13.5 percent, aerobic 
power by 13.2 percent, anaerobic fitness by 42.4 percent, 
speed and agility by 6.5 percent and flexibility by 14.4 
percent. This is versus people who did a more traditional 
strength-training workout, the study authors report. To 
translate what those stats mean for your workout: they 
were able to give more effort and for longer, with better 
coordination and range of motion – things that can make 

any exercise feel easier. Yes, kickboxing moves are intense, 
but they improve strength and endurance in ways that 
don’t put a lot of stress on the hips, knees or feet.

It may come as a surprise, but combat-style 
workouts also have a positive impact on your personal 
life and relationships. When teenagers combined a 
30-minute non-contact boxing workout (with things like 
shadowboxing, bag exercises and one-on-one pad work) 
with 30 minutes of weight training three times a week for 
12 weeks, they reported increased self-confidence, better 
performance in school and a motivation and willingness 
to take part in new activities, finds current research in 
the Journal of Sports Science and Medicine. The same 
people also reported that the workout not only improved 
their fitness but led them to develop new friendships. 
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“With boxing workouts, the initial 
changes to strength and skill are 
easy to see, and there’s a real sense 
of pride in that,” says study author 
Dr Sarah Shultz, a biomechanics 
specialist at the School of Sport 
and Exercise at Massey  University 
in Wellington, New Zealand.

Okay, so you may never 
step foot in a boxing ring. And, 
hopefully, you will never get into 
a fistfight or need to physically 
defend yourself. But that strong, 
sculpted boxer’s physique? You 
can still have that thanks to this 
routine created by martial artist 
Dasha Libin Anderson, who has a 
master’s degree in exercise science 
and sports nutrition and is the 
creator of Kettlebell Kickboxing 
(a class that combines kettlebell 
moves with punches and kicks). 
Her workout incorporates all 
of the components of  fitness – 
from endurance to strength, 
mobility (which draws on brawn 
and flexibility) and reaction – 
in one single session. That’s like 
combining your run, resistance 
training and yoga class in one 
efficient half-hour. 

And yes, any kind of martial arts 
sounds technical, but whether 
you’re just starting your fitness 
journey or you’re already super fit, 
you can tailor this workout to your 

level so you always feel challenged 
and see results. “If you’re new to 
exercise, resist the urge to speed 
through the moves, and focus on 
nailing your form,” Libin Anderson 
says. “After a few weeks, you’ll see 
your body start to adapt and make 
incredible gains.” Likewise, if you’re 
a sweat vet, push your pace and 
try to find that uncomfortable-
but-not-painful zone. 

You’ve got nine exercises. You’ll 
do two fast-paced body-weight 
moves to shoot your heart rate 
up and spike your calorie burn, 
then one move with a medicine 
ball to hone in on some key core 
muscles while your breathing 
recovers. Some of the moves 
have punches and kicks, but 
not all of them. “Punching and 
kicking is just one element of the 
sport,” Libin Anderson explains. 
“And like in every sport, there 
are developmental drills and 
conditioning regimens to help 
you build your base and make 
you better at that particular 
activity.” The medicine-ball 
moves (Libin Anderson calls 
these “supplemental moves”) 
function in this workout to break 
up the pace, develop a strong 
core, and train your muscles 
to contract more powerfully. 
Three, two, one, go!

YOUR PLAN
Warm up with a 5-minute jump rope (details 
at right). Then, do the first 3 moves for 1 minute 
each. Go as fast as you can with good form for 
the 2 body-weight moves, then slow down to 
really control the medicine-ball move. Then, 
rest for 1 minute. (If you’re a total newbie, Libin 
Anderson suggests resting for 2 minutes rather 
than 1.) Do the next 3 moves for 1 minute each. 
Rest for 1 minute. Do the final 3 moves for 1 minute 
each. Rest for 1 minute. Do that whole thing 
2 or 3 times total. This set-up mimics the 3-minute 
rounds of professional boxers and kickboxers. 
Do this routine 3 times a week on alternate days. 
Libin Anderson recommends either running, 
yoga or just resting on your in-between days.  
YOU’LL NEED 
A jump rope and a 3- to 5-kilo medicine ball. 



STEAL HER STYLE: 
This page: Everlast 

sweatshirt. 
Adidas by Stella 

McCartney 
leggings. Opposite 

page: Drop of 
Mindfulness

 sweatshirt. Splits 59 
bra top. Pilot 

Athletic leggings

“In kickboxing, 
solid footwork 

is key. Jumping 
rope can help you 

become more 
agile, responsive 
and coordinated”

Libin Anderson
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YOUR WARM-UP
Prep for the work ahead with this 
quick primer. You’ll increase your 
muscle temperature, breathing 
and heart rate, and also improve 
your focus, speed, reaction and 
balance, Libin Anderson  says. 
This strengthens your whole 
body (and brain!) so you can 
manoeuvre with total control 
and confidence. 
----- 
Set a timer for 5 minutes and start 
jumping. Your goal: a minimum 
of 250 revolutions before the 
time is up. If you trip, compose 
yourself and pick up where you 
left off. If you’ve hit 250 before 
the 5 minutes are up, keep going. 
Remember your total revolutions. 
Next time you do the warm-up, 
aim to get 20 more in.

“It seems simple, but it will 
challenge you to progress, 
since your goal is to keep adding 
revolutions even though your 
time frame stays the same,” 
Libin Anderson says.  
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2. Deck-
squat plank
Works shoulders, 
chest, abs, 
butt, quads
Stand with feet hip-
width apart, arms 
down. Crouch with 
hands at chest, 
elbows bent [A]. 
In a fluid motion 
and without 
touching hands to 
the floor, sit and 
roll back, lifting 
hips and coming 
onto shoulder 
blades [B], then 
roll forward with 
enough momentum 
to come into a 
crouching position 
with palms planted. 
Jump feet back to 
plank [C]. Jump 
feet up to hands, 
then stand. Repeat
for 1 minute.  

3. Tiptoe chair sit
Works shoulders, abs, butt, 
quads, inner thighs, calves    
Stand with toes together, heels 
apart and hold the medicine ball 
with arms extended at shoulder 
height. Rise up onto the balls 
of your feet, squeezing knees 
together. Stay on the balls of 
your feet and slowly squat 
[shown]. Pause; slowly stand. 
Lower heels. Repeat 
for 1 minute. 

4. Hover kick
Works abs, butt, 
quads, inner thighs
Stand with feet 
together, arms in fists 
at chin height, elbows 
bent. Shift weight to 
right leg (keep heel planted) 
and bend knee as you extend 
left leg forward with toes pointed, 
hovering about 5cm above floor. 
Keeping right leg bent and left foot 
off floor, draw left leg out to left 
side, then behind you. Then power 
through the right leg to forcefully 
kick left foot to the left, leaning 
upper body to the right [shown]. 
Repeat for 30 seconds. Switch 
sides; repeat.

1. Plié-squat crescent kick 
Works abs, obliques, butt, quads, 
outer and inner thighs
Stand with feet more than hip-width apart, toes out, arms 
down. Squat, rotating torso to the left (keep hips square), 
reaching right hand to the floor between feet and left 
hand up and back [A]. Shift weight to left leg to stand 
and kick right leg in a circle away from the body (called 
a crescent kick), hands in fists at chest, elbows bent [B]. 
Land in plié squat, this time rotating torso to the right, 
reaching left hand to the floor between feet and right 
hand up and back. Repeat kick with left leg. Continue 
alternating sides for 1 minute. 

Punch & kick 
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7. Fight-stance 
burpee

Works shoulders, chest, 
abs, butt, quads, 

hamstrings
Stand with left leg forward, 

knees soft, hands in fists 
at chin height with elbows 

bent [A] (fighter’s stance). 
Crouch, place hands on 

floor [B], jump feet back to 
plank. Lower your body to 

the floor, then push back up, 
jump feet to hands with left 
leg in front of the right, then 

stand. Repeat for 
30 seconds. Switch 

sides; repeat.

5. Bridge punch
Works shoulders, biceps, abs, 
butt, hamstrings, inner thighs
Lie face-up with knees bent, 
feet flat, hands in fists at chest, 
elbows bent to start. Lift hips 
until body forms a straight line 
from shoulders to knees. Lower 
hips then sit up, punching right 
hand forward [shown], then left 
hand forward. Lower to starting 
position. Repeat for 1 minute. 

6. Leaning press
Works shoulders, biceps, obliques 

Stand with feet hip-width apart, toes 
pointing slightly left and place the 

medicine ball in your right palm. Place 
left hand on your lower back and raise 
the ball overhead with elbow bent to 
90 degrees; gaze at the ball. Fold at 

the waist to lower your torso to the left, 
pressing right hip to the right, keeping 
the ball overhead and eyes on the ball 
[shown]. Lower the ball slightly; then 

raise it. Slowly return to standing. Repeat 
for 30 seconds. Switch sides; repeat.

8. Knee thrust
Works abs, obliques, butt
Stand with left leg forward and foot flat, 
heel of right foot lifted, knees soft, hands 
in fists at chin height with elbows bent 
to start. Keep your shoulders square as 
you drive your right knee forward and 
up [shown]. Return to starting position.
Repeat for 30 seconds. Switch sides; 
repeat. To advance the move, add 
a jump with the knee thrust.    

9. Lat push-up
Works back, abs
Sit on heels, knees together and palms on the medicine 
ball. Draw hips back to straighten back and extend arms 
forward (like you’re coming into child’s pose over the 
ball) [A]. Hold for a breath. Then, squeeze your abs and 
roll the ball forward, coming off your heels with back 
straight until you come into a supported plank. Extend 
arms as far forward as you can while keeping your 
back straight [B]. Hold this position as long as you can. 
Repeat as needed for 1 minute. 
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Fitness technology has 
advanced in huge leaps and 
bounds over the past few 

years. While some products on 
the market are little more than 
expensive gizmos that will probably 
just end up in a drawer somewhere, 
gathering dust, others are genuinely 
useful gadgets that can help you 
improve your health, your fi tness 
and your overall performance. We’ve 
sorted the wheat from the chaff  to 
bring you a SHAPE-approved guide 
to fi t tech for smart women.
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APPS WEARABLE TECH 

The pool pal
Speedo Fit  

 The perfect place to log your swims, connect 
with friends, fi nd pools and get technique 
advice, the Speedo Fit mobile app for iPhone 
also challenges you to “virtually” swim some 
of the world’s greatest swimming routes.

itunes.com.au

The all-in-one
Apple Health 

 The new Apple Health app gives you an 
easy-to-read dashboard of your health and fitness 
data. Heart rate, calories burned, blood sugar, 
cholesterol – your health and fi tness apps are great 
at collecting all that data. The Health app puts that 
data in one place, accessible with a tap, giving you 
a clear and current overview of your health.

apple.com/au

The glamour puss
Garmin Vivofi t2

 Watch your progress and be inspired to move more 
with the Garmin VivoFit2. For an extra stylish touch, 
dress up your Vivofi t with these gold, rose gold and 
silver bands, so you can track your activity levels 
even when you're out for a night on the town. 

garmin.com/en-AU

he workout buddy
FitBit ChargeHR

 Track steps, calories burned, distance travelled and 
stairs climbed, all with this one very funky-looking 
device strapped to your wrist. You'll get addicted to 
checking your stats every night, and earning 
“badges” will keep you endlessly motivated. 

fi tbit.com/au

EDITOR'S
   PICK

MOST
   STYLISH
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The game changer
Apple Watch

 Wear your life on your wrist with the latest 
off ering from Apple. Once you get past the 
gorgeous designs – from sporty to golden, with 
a selction of more than 35 bands – you'll discover 
that this is so much more than just a watch. Carry 
all the important stuff  you need, take phone calls 
and send messages, track your activity levels... 
the possibilities are endless. 

apple.com/au 

The action hero
Garmin Vivoactive

This smart watch is ideal for those who live an active lifestyle. It 
has built-in sports apps, including GPS-enabled running, biking 
and golfi ng, plus swimming and activity tracking.  Also lets you 
view your stats even when you're away from your phone. You can 
also customise with free watch face designs, widgets and apps.

garmin.com/en-AU

The versatile one
Misfit Shine

A “wear it your way” tracker to
monitor activity and sleep and
improve your health. During the
day it captures steps, distance and
calories. At night, it monitors sleep
duration and quality. Comes in a range of 
colours, and can be worn on your wrist,
shoes, waist, pocket, neck... anywhere!

misfit.com

The personal touch
Striiv Fusion

 Fusion makes fi tness and smartwatch technology truly 
personal. The touchscreen display gives you real-time 
feedback on your fi tness and sleep goals, and helps manage 
your day with call/text alerts, vibrating alarm, and other 
apps. Comes with three striking colours in every box.

striiv.com

FRIEND ZONE 
Access your 
besties with 
one simple 
click.

CLICK, ROLL
This simple dial 
makes navigating 
your Apple Watch 
fast and simple.

BRAND 
NEW!

WIN 
ME!

To win this awesome product, 
email editor@shapemagazine.com.au 
and tell us why you need a Misfi t Shine
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CYCLING & RUNNING

The right direction
Garmin Edge 1000

 A cycling device for navigating 
and measuring performance while 
staying connected.  Edge 1000 
comes with pre-loaded maps and 
points of interest, including parks and 
trails, to help cyclists fi nd their way.  
It's also compatible with heart rate 
monitors and Garmin’s speed and 
cadence sensors.  

garmin.com.au 

The indoor type
Wahoo Fitness KICKR 
Power Trainer

 Raining outside? You 
don't need to miss a 
workout. Just bring your 
bike inside with you and 
set it up on the KICKR. It  
can be adjusted to fi t 
most bikes and will sit 
level on the fl oor. No 
need for a riser block. 
Syncs with your 
Bluetooth or ANT+ 
device. Works with 
a variety of apps.

au.wahoofi tness.com

The totally wireless
Bragi "The Dash" wireless 
headphones

 The Dash uses next-
generation Bluetooth 
technology to bring you 
your favourite music with 
absolute freedom of movement. 
Also tracks your pace, steps, 
cadence, distance and heartrate 
and links all info to your phone. 

bragi.com

EDITORS'
PICK

TOUR DE 
LOUNGEROOM
Never miss a 
ride again – rain, 
hail or shine

The running buddy
Wahoo Fitness Stride Sensor

 Simply strap to your shoe and 
hit the road or the treadmill! This 
stride sensor securely attaches 
to the laces of your sneakers or 
hiking shoes and measures your 
pace, time and distance, linking 
to your smartphone in an 
easy-to-read format that 
you can check mid-run. 

au.wahoofi tness.com

The sensitive one
Wahoo Fitness Blue SC 
speed and cadence sensor

 The Wahoo BlueSC 
transforms your phone into a 
cycling computer. Using 
Bluetooth 4.0 and ANT+ 
technology, it tracks cycling 
speed, cadence and distance 
which can be paired with your 
favourite cycling app.

au.wahoofi tness.com



Want to support weight loss your way? Then get the help of
Pro Clinical Hydroxycut® in your diet and exercise programme,
today! Pro Clinical Hydroxycut® contains an effective key weight
loss support ingredient that can support weight loss when
combined with a calorie-reduced diet and exercise plan,
making it an effective addition to your active lifestyle. The life
you’ve always dreamed of is waiting for you…so get busy living!

• Featuring Green Coffee
For Weight Loss Support

• With a Boost of
Caffeine to Help Suppor
Increased Energy

• Easy-to-Use
Rapid-Release Tablets

Support Your Weigh
Loss Goals With Hel
From Pro Clinical
Hydroxycut® Today!

USE ONLY AS DIRECTED. ALWAYS READ THE LABEL.
Available from leading health food stores and pharmacies everywhere
For more information, call 1300 883 523. All trademarks are owned by their respective trademark owners and are used with permission. ©2015

HYDROXYCUT

MAX!
Hydroxycut® Max  

contains L-carnitine tartrate.
Combine with a calorie-reduced  

diet and exercise plan.

choosesuccess
support weight loss your way

   Also Look For 

CHC70304-01/15
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HEALTH & WELLBEING

The rhythm 
section
Scosche RHYTHM+ 
heart rate monitor

 Accurately  monitor 
your exercise intensity 
levels with this direct 
chest strap heart rate 
monitor. This app-
powered heart rate 
monitor uses an app 
to manage your 
workout metrics. 
Syncs with your 
smartphone.

scosche.com

The smart one
Wahoo Fitness Balance 
Bluetooth Smart Scale 

 This tracks your weight and 
BMI to see your progress over 
time. With the Balance and the 
Wellness app you can set goals, 
add multiple users and view 
your progress. Its internal 
memory stores data so you can 
sync with your favourite app.

au.wahoofi tness.com

The sleep maker
Withings Aura

 A bedroom system to track 
and improve your sleep. 
Designed to both monitor and 
improve sleep quality, the 
Aura's technology combines 
a contact-free sleep sensor 
tucked under the mattress, an 
active light and sound bedside 
device and a smartphone app.

withings.com

The DIY doctor
Withings blood 
pressure monitor 

 Easy and precise self-
measurement of your blood 
pressure with your smartphone.  
Simply slip on the cuff , turn it 
on and the Health Mate app 
will launch. Track your readings 
and improvements over time. 

withings.com

The weight watcher
Withings wireless scale

 This wireless scale measures 
weight and calculates BMI, 
instantly and seamlessly. 
Perfect for quick weigh-ins, 
a few seconds is all it needs to 
measure weight, calculate BMI 
and sync the data with your  
favourite apps. Great for setting 
goals and tracking progress.

withings.com

EDITORS'
PICK

LINK AND SYNC
This chest-
strap monitor 
has full wireless 
communication 
with your device



Let two of the world’s most highly respected 
fitness experts be your personal trainers 

with these new release programs on DVD.

Available at all good DVD retailers 
and at www.scooterentertainment.com.au
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eason to add a sandbag 
to your workout: people 
who exercised with one 
had higher heart rates 
and thus likely burned 
more calories than those 
who did the same moves 
with dumbbells, new 
research from the 
University of Wisconsin–
Milwaukee, US, finds. 

That’s because sand is unpredictable; it moves, so you 
have to work harder to stabilise the load than if you 
held something solid, the study authors explain. 

Sandbag workouts involve doing challenging 
rounds of moves, like drags, slams and plyos. We asked 
group fitness instructor snd personal trainer Dana 
McCaw to develop a routine, so you can try this 
challenging workout on your own. “You’ll start with the 
longest, hardest 8-minute round of moves, then pare 
down as you go,” she explains. “When you reach those 
last two rounds, they feel easy in comparison.”

Speed 
sculpt 
with sand
A lean body and strong, sexy 
muscles – it’s in the bag with 
this tough (but worth it!) routine
BY KAREN ASP
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s
of feetandpushSandBell forward [A]until youcome intoplank.
Stephandsoutsideof it anddo1push-up, touchingchest to
SandBell [B]. Put hands back on SandBell, then pull it towards
feet. Return to starting position. Repeat for 1 minute.

RE EIGHT
back, biceps,
liques, butt,
inner thi
th feet wider than
h apart, toes out,
the SandBell with
, arms at sides.
ndBell up and
, then squat
it under left

d into right
. Stand and
n right side.

alternating
1 minute.

“Go as
quickly
as you
can with
good form,
knowing
that every
round gets
a little
easier”

1

The plan
HOW IT WORKS 
Do all 8 moves for 1 minute 
each. Then, rest for 1 
minute and choose 1 move 
to eliminate. Go again, but 
only do 7 moves; rest for 
1 minute. For round 3, do 
only 6 moves. Rest. For 
round 4, do 5 moves. Rest. 
For the final round, do your 
favourite 4 moves. This will 
take 34 minutes in total. 
If you’re short on time, 
do 2 sets of all 8 moves 
and you’ll be done in 
17 minutes. Complete 
this routine 3 times a 
week on alternate days.

YOU’LL NEED 
A 3- or 4-kilo sandbag or 
a SandBell, as used by our 
model. You can find them at  
HF Industries (hf.com.au). 

A

B

2
A

B
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FOUR SQUARE
Works shoulders, bicep
butt, quads, hamstr
Stand with feet hip-width apa
SandBell with both hands, ar
Raise it overhead [A] and for
it to your left. Jump laterally t
it up [B]. Stand, then slam Sa
of you. Jump forward; squat t
Stand, then throw SandBell to
right. Jump laterally; squat to
up. Then slam SandBell behin
you. Continue in a square
pattern for 1 minute.

Place SandBell on floor
and stand behind it, feet
together. Squat, extend
right leg out to side and
reach left hand down to
touch SandBell [A]. Stay
in squat as you switch sides.
Continue for 30 seconds.
Then, staying in the squat,
place right foot on SandBell
and drag it to right side,
hands in prayer position
[B]. Drag SandBell back.
Repeat for 15 seconds.
Switch sides; repeat.

“Think power. 
SandBell slams work 

your entire body – 
the more vigorously 
you throw, the more 

benefi ts you’ll get”

▴ A

▴ B

A

▴ B

3
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5

6

LOCK ’N’ LOAD
Works shoulders, butt, quads
Stand with feet hip-width apart and hold the 
centre of SandBell with left hand, arms at sides. 
Step right leg back into a reverse lunge to start 
[A]. Slowly raise SandBell overhead [B]. Return 
to starting position. Repeat for 30 seconds.
Switch sides; repeat.

POWER PIKE
Works shoulders, 

chest, abs, butt, 
quads, hamstrings

Start in plank with feet on 
top of SandBell. Lift hips to 
drag it towards hands until 
body forms an inverted V 

[A]. Press SandBell back to 
starting position. Repeat 

for 30 seconds. Then, 
remain in plank, and hop 

both feet to the outside of 
the SandBell [B], then jump 

both feet back on top of it.  
Repeat for 30 seconds.

A ▶

B ▶

▴ A

▴ B
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DONKEY JACK SLAM
Works shoulders, abs, butt
Stand with feet hip-width apart and hold
SandBell with both hands, arms down. Rais
it overhead and slam it to the floor in front o
you. Crouch, place hands outside of SandB
and press into palms as you kick up heels [A
(If that’s too much, even getting feet just a
few centimetres off the floor is great.) Land
softly, come into a wide squat, and place
palms behind head. Staying in the squat, ju
feet together, then wide [B]. Squat to pick u
SandBell. Repeat for 1 minute.

b as much sand as
an with your palm
than hold the bag
dge). You’ll boost
p strength, which
ruits more muscle
fibres, enhancing

overall power
and strength”

HAPPY HOUR
Works abs,
butt, inner and
outer thighs
Stand with feet together
and hold SandBell with both
hands, arms down to start.
Step right leg into a right-
side lunge as you bring right
hand to right hip and lower
SandBell with left hand
towards the inside of your
right foot [shown]. Return
to starting position, then
repeat on the opposite side.
Continue alternating sides
for 1 minute.

A ▶

B ▶
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DIET
DUEL
WANT TO KNOWTHE LATEST KITCHEN
SECRETS TO HELP YOU LOSEWEIGHT – AND
KEEP IT OFF?WE GIVE YOU THE SKINNY ON
THREE POPULAR NUTRITION PROGRAMS
BY SOMMER ROBERTSON-ABIAD

Venture into any gym, yoga studio or CrossFit box in the country, and 
you’re bound to hear a diff erent buzzword each month about the 
hottest new way to diet, much of which is bizarre, and sometimes even 

downright dangerous. In fact, there’s no shortage of advice on what to eat and 
what to avoid, which can make it challenging to navigate the seemingly endless 
opinions on which approach is best. With so much confl icting advice, it’s no 
wonder many women begin feeling discouraged before they’ve even started.

So what is the best way to eat if you want to get (and stay) slim in a healthy 
way? The key is to fi nd balance. It’s never a good idea to completely eliminate 
any of the macronutrients (protein, carbs or fat) from your diet. By ditching 
entire food groups, you’re prone to serious nutritional shortfalls. Carbs, for 
instance, fuel your brain and muscles, both of which primarily use glucose 
(a simpler form of carbohydrate) as their energy source. Fat – another major 
fuel source for your body – has multiple functions, such as helping your body 
use fat-soluble vitamins, regulating infl ammatory processes and responses 
and helping hormone production.

By smartly manipulating your macronutrient intake, you can coax your body 
into burning calories and body fat more effi  ciently. We’ve got the lowdown on 
three such popular approaches to weight loss: carb backloading, If It Fits Your 
Macros (IIFYM) and carb cycling. Read on to see which one best suits your 
lifestyle and can help you reach your better-body goals.

The
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MESSING AROUND
Manipulating your 

carbs can yield big 
payoff s in fat loss
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CARB 
BACKLOADING
Developed by John Kiefer, 
a doctor turned nutritionist, 
the carb backloading method 
makes dieting dead easy. It 
entails consuming proteins and 
fats throughout the day, then 
“carbing up” later in the day, 
often with fast-digesting carb 
sources such as cake (yes, cake!) 
in order to blast fat. The premise: 
when the body has few carbs 
throughout the day, the amount 
of glucose in the bloodstream is 
limited, so your body will draw 
on its fat stores for fuel.

At fi rst glance, it seems a little 
reminiscent of the Hollywood 
Cookie Diet – you know, the one 
in which you eat four cookies per 
day and only one healthy meal? 
(Yeah, we must have missed that 
one, too...) But rather than starve 
your body of all nutrients except 

3.6
gram of
protein

1-2
grams of

carbs

30
grams or 
less daily

1
kilo of

body weight

½
kilo of

body weight

FOR MAXIMUM
 FAT LOSS

Keep carb intake closer 
to 1 gram per ½ kilo 

body weight

PROTEIN

CARBS 
ON TRAINING DAYS

CARBS 
ON NON-TRAINING 

DAYS
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FAT 

sugar for hours on end, the carb 
backloading approach takes 
advantage of the natural daily 
fl uctuations in insulin sensitivity.

Research shows that insulin 
sensitivity is higher in the 
morning than in the evening, 
which means both muscle and fat 
cells are more receptive to carbs 
(glucose) earlier in the day. When 
you eat any carbs, either sugar 
or starch, your pancreas releases 
insulin to help your body utilise 
them. 
If you’ve just fi nished a workout, 
the insulin will help quickly 
shuttle the carbs plus the other 
nutrients you consume to your 
muscles to help repair and rebuild 
the tissue. Earlier in the day, the 
insulin will typically cause those 
carbs to become stored as fat. 
But if you steer clear of carbs as 
a fuel source throughout most 
of the day, blood-sugar levels 
remain low, so your body will 
burn more fat for fuel. Kiefer 
asserts that manipulating this 
eff ect is the key to burning 
fat while also creating an 
environment that’s conducive to 
muscle growth.

HOW IT WORKS: upon waking 
in the morning, your body is in 
a powerful fat-burning mode. 
Eating can cause you to switch 
gears into a fat-gaining mode, 
proponents of the plan maintain. 
So skip this meal, fasting for at 
least two hours in the morning. 
Contrary to popular belief, 
eating breakfast every morning 
does not give you a fat-burning 
edge. In fact, researchers from 
the University of Bath in the 
UK found no increase in resting 
metabolic rates of breakfast 
eaters compared with those of 
people who fasted every morning 
over a period of six weeks. And 
skipping breakfast didn’t prompt 
gorging later in the day, either.

Starting midmorning, Kiefer 
says to eat lightly, consuming 
only protein and fats for the 
majority of the day. Because 
you’re eating little to no carbs, 
there will not be much glucose in 
the bloodstream, so your body 
will draw on its fat stores for fuel. 
Then, after your evening workout 
(5pm or later), begin consuming 
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carbs in a post-workout meal; 
continue loading up on carbs 
throughout the evening. Choose 
fast-digesting carbs such as 
white rice, white potatoes, 
sweet potatoes and corn. Even 
sugar-laden junk foods such as 
cookies and ice cream are OK 
in moderation, say some fans of 
the diet.

“With weight training, muscle 
cells release glycogen [the 
stored form of glucose] for fuel,” 
explains fi tness model Sara 
Fennell. “This causes glucose 
receptors to rise to the surface 
of the cell’s membrane and 
become very sensitive, looking 
for, and wanting, more glucose, 
so you can consume carbs 
without gaining fat.”

Fennell follows up her 
workouts with a piece of cake 
and says that carb backloading 
was key to her success at the 
2014 International Federation of 
Bodybuilders’ North American 
Championships, for which she 
achieved her leanest physique 
yet.

IF IT FITS YOUR 
MACROS (IIFYM)
It sounds too good to be true: 
eat what you want, when you 
want, and still lose weight. But 
according to the If It Fits Your 
Macros (IIFYM) diet, the key 
to weight loss is not about the 
types of foods you consume 
but rather the amount of 
calories you are consuming 
– and burning off . It’s based 
on the calories-in-versus-
calories-out principle, which 
Dr Joe Klemczewski, president 
of thedietdoc.com, says is the 
most important variable in 
weight loss.

A calorie is a calorie – 
whether the calorie comes from 
an apple or a piece of chocolate 
cake, it is essentially equal, 
according to this nutrition 
program. “If you put a lower-
octane fuel in your car or the 
highest, a litre of petrol is still a 
litre of petrol,” Dr Klemczewski 
explains. “There are other 
variables you should consider 
when dieting – glycaemic 
index, ratios of macronutrients, 
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meal formatting and timing 
–  but nothing comes close to 
quantity [of calories] as the 
hinge point of success.” 
The foundation of IIFYM 
successful weight loss is 
based on a simple equation: 
you must burn more calories 
than you consume.

Calories fuel your every 
action, from fi dgeting at your 
desk to squatting in the gym. 
While the IIFYM approach 
sounds simple, fl exible and 
relatively easy to follow, Dr 
Klemczewski says there are 
some cautions. Technically, 

you can hit your daily target 
eating nothing but Twisties, 
but you’ll optimise fat loss 
and lean muscle gains by 
fuelling up with the right 
foods – a balanced intake of 
protein, (complex) carbs and 
healthy fats. “Eating a bunch 
of junk just because ‘it fi ts 
your macros’ misses the entire 
point of fl exible dieting,” Dr 
Klemczewski says. “Flexible 
dieting is based on research 
that shows meal timing, 
spacing and even food sources 
have little impact on results 
compared with overall calorie 
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and macronutrient intake 
levels.”

Still, Dr Klemczewski says 
there are some “grey area” 
foods that are OK to consume 
in small amounts and at 
specifi c times. One such food 
is sugar, which is particularly 
benefi cial pre- and post-
workout. The IIFYM approach 
promotes controlled intake in 
order to prevent uncontrolled 
binge eating, a common pitfall 
for most dieters. “The research 
shows that people are far more 
successful long term when they 
don’t restrict themselves from 
entire food categories or if they 
allow for periodic indulgences 
through the dieting process,” 
Dr Klemczewski explains.

HOW IT WORKS: to get the 
most out of IIFYM, maintain 
a balanced, healthy diet. 
To properly count calories, 
you’ll fi rst have to calculate 
your basal metabolic rate 
(BMR). This is the amount of 
energy you expend each day 
while at rest. You can calculate 
your BMR online at websites 
such as iifym.com, or you can 
do the maths yourself. The 
BMR formula for women is 
655 + (9.6 x weight in kilos) 
+ ( .8 x height in cm ) - 
( 4.7 x age in years ).

Combine your BMR with 
the number of calories you 
burn from exercise to get your 
average total daily energy 
expenditure (TDEE). This is the 
number of calories you need 
each day to maintain your 
current weight. If your goal is 
to lose weight, aim to consume 
approximately 15 percent 
fewer calories from your TDEE. 
(You can also calculate your 
TDEE at iifym.com.)

“Meal timing, 
spacing and even 
food sources have 
little impact compared 
with overall calorie 
and macronutrient 
intake”

CARB CYCLING
Imagine you’re out to dinner 
at a fancy restaurant. Which 
makes you more anxious: the 
bread basket or the fact the 
menu doesn’t list prices? Be 
honest. If you’re like a lot of 
women, the thought of a warm, 
aromatic basket of freshly 
baked carbs right in front of 
you makes your heart race and 
your palms sweat. The reason 
for this, says Franco Carlotto, 
a six-time Mr World Fitness 
and author of the book Carb 
Cycle, is that we are suff ering 
from “carb phobia”. Carlotto 
calls this mass delusion a 
“travesty”, saying that not only 
does completely eliminating 
carbs make you feel sluggish 
and deprived, it’s actually bad 
for you. “You don’t lose 
weight. In fact, you 
are training your 

body to preserve fat,” he says. 
The body has two separate 

energy storage systems. You 
store fat, yes, but you also store 
carbohydrate in your liver and 
muscles. The theory goes that 
if you eat no carbs, thereby 
depleting your stores, then 
your body goes into starvation 
mode. And anyone who’s 
been on a crash diet knows 
how awful that feels (and how 
quickly the weight comes back 
later). On the other end of the 
spectrum, if you eat so many 
carbs that your carb storage 
is always full, then any excess 
carbs you eat are stored in your 
body as fat.

It’s true that, if you want 
to lose weight, following a 
low-carb diet can yield better 
results than following a low-

fat diet. This is according 
to numerous research 

studies, including 
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No matter which
diet plan you follow, 
these foods can 
help you slim down 
while fuelling you for 
exercise or recovery

ALMONDS
EGGS

LEAN MEATS 
(turkey, chicken, beef)

FATTY FISH 
(salmon, mackerel, tuna)

GRAPEFRUIT
CHILLI PEPPER

NON-STARCHY VEGETABLES 
(cucumbers, celery, broccoli)

BERRIES

GREEK YOGHURT

CINNAMON

APPLES

COCONUT OIL

AVOCADO

FLAXSEEDS

OLIVE OIL
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ON LOW-CARB DAYS

ON HIGH-CARB DAYS

FAT-BURNING 
FOODS

OUR FAVOURITE

one recent study from the 
Annals of Internal Medicine, 
which found subjects who 
followed a low-carb diet lost 
more weight and body fat 
compared with those who 
followed a low-fat plan. But if 
you want to take your fat-loss 
eff orts one step further and 
avoid heading into starvation 
mode, you might want to try 
Carlotto’s trick, honed by 
experimenting on his own 
chiselled physique since he 
was 16 – a practice called “carb 
cycling”. It’s essentially a low-
carb diet with intermittent 
higher-carb days (called 
refeeds) to help boost fat 
burning and muscle building 
and allow for better recovery.

“The idea behind carb cycling 
is to use fat as the primary 
fuel source on lower-carb 
days, which in turn promotes 
fat loss,” explains nutritionist 
Linda Stephens. “On higher-
carb days you replenish muscle 
glycogen stores, which fuels 
your muscles for tougher 
workouts.” Giving your body 
an excess of carbs on high-
carb days also promotes a 
favourable environment for 
maintaining (and building) 
muscle. Stephens says the 
brief, periodic carb (and 
calorie) surpluses after a 
period of low-carb intake give 
your metabolism a boost, 
which means you’ll burn more 
fat. It’s a win-win approach – 
you get to eat your carbs and 
lose weight too!

HOW IT WORKS: while there 
are varying approaches 
to carb cycling, the most 
common is a three- to four-day 
period in which you consume 
fewer carbs, followed by a 
day of high-carb intake, a 
cycle that you then repeat. 
“You can always tweak your 
macronutrient intake based on 
how you feel and look and your 
activity level,” Stephens says. 
Fat intake is inversely related to 
the carbs you consume, so on 
days when carbs are high, your 
fat will be low, and vice versa. 
Protein intake will remain fairly 
steady throughout. 



PARTNER 
UP! Grab your BFF or gym

buddy and get set for
a workout that inspires 
you both! This fun,

creative routine featuring twins Nikki
and Brie will challenge every major
muscle group while enhancing your
balance and flexibility to bring out  
the best in both of you!

WORKOUT BY GINO CACCAVALE
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PARTNER PLYO
LEG SWITCH
W O R K S : C O R E , L E G S ;
WA R M - U P M OV E

Stand with partners
facing each other,
grasping each other’s 
forearms.

Both partners
lunge right leg back,
bending knees 90
degrees.

Jump up, switching
legs mid-air, landing
with right leg forward
and left leg back.
Keep holding on to
arms as you jump.
Do 50 jumps total  
(25 each leg). 
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TIP

HOIST THE
KETTLEBELL
UPWARDS
USING HIPS
AND CORE,
NOT LEGS AND
SHOULDERS

ROUNDHOUSE CURL
AND RAISE
W O R K S : S H O U L D E R S , A R M S , L E G S

Start with partners facing each other,
feet slightly wider than hip width, and
both partners holding dumbbells.
(Partner A, left, holds heavier weights
than Partner B, right.)

Partner A squats down, lowering
weights towards the floor as Partner B
performs a roundhouse kick with right
leg over Partner A’s head, keeping arms
extended towards floor (A).

As Partner A stands up, she performs
a biceps curl. When Partner B finishes 
kick, she immediately moves into
a squat while raising both weights
forward to shoulder height (B). Do two
rounds of each movement with Partner 
B alternating legs for 20 reps.

KETTLEBELL THROWDOWN
W O R K S : C O R E , H I P S

Stand about 50-60cm apart, facing
each other, with Partner B (right) holding
a kettlebell in front of legs, arms extended
and knees slightly bent, feet hip-distance
apart. Partner A (left) keeps hands in front
of chest, elbows bent, palms down (A).

Partner B performs a kettlebell swing as
Partner A intercepts the weight at about
sternum height (B). Partner A then pushes
back on the kettlebell, pushing it towards
the floor to add resistance. Do two sets of 
20 swings per partner.
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TIP
KEEPING YOUR ENTIRE ABDOMINAL AREA
ENGAGED WILL HELP YOU MAINTAIN FORM
DURING THE PUSH-UP PHASE OF THIS MOVE

DEADLIFTWITH PUSH-UP
W O R K S : S H O U L D E R S , C H E S T, C O R E ,
H A M S T R I N G S

Start with Partner B (right) standing and
Partner A (left) on the floor in a full plank
position, with Partner B holding her ankles (A).

Partner B performs a deadlift while Partner A
simultaneously does a push-up (B). Perform two
sets of 20 reps, switching positions with each set. 

BAR FIGHT
W O R K S : E N T I R E
B O DY I S O M E T R I C A L LY

Stand facing each
other, holding a body bar
together at chest height.

Both partners step right
foot back, keeping feet
staggered.

Pressing into the bar,
try to force your partner
to step back. Hold for one
minute; repeat for a total 
of two sets. 

A

B
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RISE AND PIKE
W O R K S : S H O U L D E R S , C H E S T, A B D O M I N A L S

Partner B (bottom) starts by lying face-up on the floor, arms extended
above shoulders. Partner A (top) gets into position by grasping Partner
B’s ankles, arms extended as Partner B grasps A’s ankles (A).

Partner B sits up as Partner A performs a pike, bending at hips to form
an upside-down L while keeping abs fully engaged (B).

Partner B lies back down on the floor, with both partners coming back 
to start position. Do two sets of 10 slow movements for each partner.

BRIDGE DIP
W O R K S : A R M S , C O R E , G L U T E S

Partner B (bottom) starts on floor, knees
bent and feet shoulder-width apart. Lift
hips off floor into a bridge position, forming
a straight line from knees to shoulders.
Partner A (top) places hands on Partner B’s
legs, with knees bent 90 degrees and heels
under knees.

Partner B lowers hips without touching 
floor as Partner A bends elbows 90
degrees (shown).

As Partner B pulses up, Partner A
straightens arms. Do two sets of 20 reps, 
switching positions with each set.

A B
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PARTNER TREE
W O R K S : B A L A N C E A N D 
S TA B I L I T Y

Stand side by
side, balancing on
inside legs. Lift inside
arms so that palms
are touching over
shoulders.

Both partners bend
outside knees, placing
foot on inner thigh
above the knee. Bring
palms of outside hands
together. Hold here
for up to one minute,
breathing evenly and
pushing lightly against
each other for support. 
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ONE 
MONTH, 

ONE
GOAL

Reshape your physique without 
shifting your metabolism into 
slo-mo with this targeted plan 

 BY ZACK ZEIGLER AND CAT PERRY

BURN FAT 
WHILE 
GAINING 
MUSCLE

 HOW WOULD YOU LIKE TO LOSE A SERIOUS 
amount of body fat in one month without marathon 
workouts or an unhealthy crash diet? It’s not as 
impossible as it may sound, so long as you tighten 
the screws on your meal plan and understand that the 
short 30-day window leaves no room for slacking.
“You can drop body fat and gain muscle more easily 
when you’re new to training, but it gets more diffi  cult 
as you progress because the lower your body fat, the 
harder it is to preserve lean muscle mass,” says Dr 
Brad Schoenfeld, a certifi ed strength and conditioning 
coach and an assistant professor in the exercise science 
department at Lehman College in the US. But there 
are steps you can take to maximise your results while 
minimising muscle loss. We’ve got your road map to 
help you shed fat and keep your metabolism humming. 
Follow it for one month and you’ll soon notice a 
diff erence in how you look and feel. 

1. Maximise your training time
To burn as many calories as possible in a single 
strength session – and make the most of your minutes 
in the gym – focus on using a variety of multi-muscle, 
multi-joint exercises. “Exercises like squats, presses, 
push-ups and rows eff ectively target the large muscle 
groups, which provides the great eff ect on fat burning,” 
Dr Schoenfeld says.

2. Scale back cardio
Spending too much time on the treadmill can have 
an adverse aff ect. “Doing a ton of cardio when you’re 
in a caloric defi cit can lead to overtraining,” says Dr 
Schoenfeld. “It’s basically a starvation mechanism – your 
body demands energy and will rebel if it doesn’t have the 
capacity to properly recover.” This can aff ect your body 
hormonally, he adds, by reducing testosterone, causing 
muscle breakdown, while increasing levels of cortisol.
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Prolonged cardio sessions have
another downside. While they
help to burn fat, it can come at
the expense of lean muscle tissue,
as your body burns both to fuel
endurance sessions, explains
wellness expert and trainer
Jackie Warner. “That’ll keep
you skinny fat – not strong.”  

3. Fuel up properly
Warner suggests a pre-workout
meal about a half hour before
training. Choose one that’s filled
with both fast- and slow-digesting
carbs, such as a cup of oatmeal
with some fruit. Post-workout,
look for a combo of carbs, protein
and healthy fats, such as eggs,
wholemeal toast and a few slices 

of turkey or chicken. And don’t
skip or go too long between meals.
“Skipping meals means that your
body burns sugar, fat and then
muscle,” she adds.

Cutting calories too severely
translates to muscle breakdown.
A simple formula to try: “Pick an
ideal body weight, and multiply it
by 28 to 30,” says Schoenfeld.
For a 57kg goal, that’s 1596 to
1710 calories a day.

Three protein-rich meals a
day will be enough to give your
muscles the anabolic effect they
need to get stronger. You can have
smaller meals more often, but
“studies have shown that there’s
really no thermogenic benefit from
this strategy,” adds Dr Schoenfeld.

4. Sleep more
Quality sleep energises the brain
and body – and odds are you’re
not getting enough of it. The
US Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention even labelled
sleep deprivation a public health
epidemic in 2014.

The Australian Sleep Health
Foundation recomends adults
aged 18 to 64 are now suggested
to nab seven to nine hours of sack
time, while teens aged 14 to 17
should aim for eight to 10 hours.
In addition to sapped energy levels
and diminished focus, a lack of
sleep can also lead to weight gain, 
as well as an increased risk
of hypertension, diabetes,
depression and obesity.

THE WORKOUT

30 DAYS TO
BUILD MUSCLE
AND BURN FAT
Try this four-week plan at the gym or
at home, adapted from Jackie Warner’s
new book, This Is Why You’re Sick &
Tired. Weeks 1 and 2 will kick up your
heart rate while building fat-fighting
muscle. Weeks 3 and 4 will build power,
strength, and endurance.

MONDAY/THURSDAY
Squat/biceps curl
Bridge/flat press
Plié squat with hammer curl
Bridge/flat dumbbell flye

TUESDAY/FRIDAY
Deadlift with bentover row
Lunge with kickback
Alternating lunge with reverse
grip row
Backward lunge with standing 
headbanger

WEDNESDAY/SATURDAY
Side lunge with lateral raise
Close squat/hammer
Squat with WV*
Plié squat with military press

SUNDAY
Rest day

WEEKS 1–2: BURN & SUPERSET CIRCUIT TRAINING
How to do it: perform two sets of four exercise combos
(10 reps each) back to back, with no rest to fire up the 
max amount of muscle fibres.
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Top foods to fuel your metabolism
Reset your body from the inside out by getting your nutrients from a delicious array of whole foods, advises Warner. Here’s what
you should be looking for: whole grains and legumes (for zinc, lysine selenium, B vitamins and slow-digesting carbs), the most
colorful array of vegies you can find (for beta-carotene, micronutrients and minerals, antioxidants, fibre and indigestible carbs that
help keep you from snacking on less nutritious foods), lean protein (for muscle building and satiety) and healthy fats from foods
like nuts, avocado and olive oil (for muscle building, tyrosine and overall healthier thyroid function). Lastly, take advantage of the
good side of natural sugars as a fuel source during exercise and to help nutrient absorption post-workout.

Make sure you’re getting a good balance of fibre, healthy carbs and lean protein, all of which will help you develop lean muscle 
tissue and lose fat fast. Here are 22 of Warner’s favourite muscle reboot foods that can help do just that. 

FRUCTOSE

Apples
Raspberries
Pineapples

ANIMAL PROTEIN

Lean roast beef
Chicken and turkey  
(no skin)
Fish
Shellfish

CASEIN

Greek yoghurt
Whey protein

WHOLE GRAINS

Quinoa
Brown rice
Wholegrain
pasta/bread
Nut butters
Lentils

STARCH

Broccoli
Beetroot
Sweet potatoes
New potatoes
Corn
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*SQUATWITHWV
Stand with feet just outside hips, toes pointed slightly
out, dumbbells in both hands, arms bent and at your
sides, knuckles facing out. (Your arms will form the
letter W.) Engage abs (imagine pulling them toward
your spine) and keeping your chest up, lower into
a squat. As you bend knees, simultaneously press
weights up and out in a slight diagonal so that your
arms are straight and they now make the letter V.
Straighten your legs and bring your arms back to  
the original W position at the same time.

*ARNOLD PRESS
(WEEKS 3-4)
Stand with your feet under your
hips, elbows at shoulder height,
palms facing forward. Engage
your abdominals and take
your elbows out to the sides.
Then press the dumbbells over
your head until your arms are
straight. Return to the starting 
position.

MONDAY/THURSDAY
Push-up/hammer curl
Flat-back dumbbell press/
wide curl
Flat-back dumbbell flye/close curl 

TUESDAY/FRIDAY
Bent-over row/lying-down 
headbanger
Wide row/kickback
Alternating row/standing 
headbanger 

 

WEDNESDAY/SATURDAY
Squat/lateral raise
Plié squat/Arnold press*  
Front lunge/WV 

SUNDAY
Rest day

WEEKS 3–4 LEAN & MEAN PYRAMID TRAINING
How to do it: start with one rep of each exercise combo, back to
back without rest. Then start again from the beginning, except
do two reps of each move, and so on until failure. Aim for 55 total 
reps for each exercise, rest up to 1–3 minutes as needed.
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Get all of the satisfaction and none of the guilt with these 
hearty, satiating meals that are guaranteed to hit the spot 

while keeping your healthy eating plan on track 

BY ELIZABETH WARD  ///  PHOTOGRAPHS BY MOYA MCALLISTER 
FOOD STYLING BY DANA BONAGURA  

comfort
food

LOW-CARB

FIX



Short days and cold nights cry out for foods that are warm, 
fi lling and reminiscent of some of your favourite childhood 
meals. But such feel-good fare is typically loaded with simple 

carbs and calories. These slimmed-down dishes are just what you 
need this winter: they have all of the fl avour and indulgence you 
desire without making you feel as if you’ve gone into cheat mode. 

Turn this into
a vegetarian-
friendly meal
by cutting out
the bacon bits

Baked spaghetti squash
Makes 4 servings
This baked spaghetti squash dish mimics 
fl avours found in classic spaghetti carbonara – 
eggs, cheese, bacon and black pepper – with 
a fraction of the calories and carbohydrates. 
Plus, you get one-third of your daily calcium 
and a full serving of vegetables in one bowl.

INGREDIENTS
 1.8-2.2kg spaghetti squash

 (yields 5 to 6 cups cooked squash)
 1 tsp olive oil
 1 small brown onion, diced
 1 cup low-fat cottage cheese 
 1 tbsp low-fat milk 
 4 large eggs
 ¾ cup grated parmesan cheese, divided 
 ¼ cup bacon bits
 ½ tsp freshly ground black pepper
 1 tomato, sliced

DIRECTIONS
1/ Split the spaghetti squash  lengthwise.  
 Scoop out the seeds. Place each half  
 face-down in a microwavable dish. 
 Add ½ cm water to bottom of dish 
 and cover. Microwave on high for   
 15–20 minutes or until fork-tender.   
 Repeat with other half of squash.
 When cool enough to handle, remove  
 squash from dish and fl ip over so it   
 cools further. Shred inside of squash   
 with a fork into spaghetti-like strings  
 and remove from shell. Drain.
2/ Preheat oven to 175˚C. Coat a 1 litre   
 baking dish with cooking spray. 
3/ In a small frypan, heat olive oil over   
 medium heat. Add onions and   
 sauté until translucent, about 4–5   
 minutes. Reserve.
4/ Place cottage cheese in a food   
 processor with milk. Blend until 
 smooth, about 1 minute. Reserve. 

5/ Place eggs in a large mixing bowl 
 and beat with a whisk. Add cottage   
 cheese mixture and combine   
 well. Add ½ cup of the parmesan   
 cheese, bacon and black pepper and  
 combine. Add the squash and toss   
 well to combine.   
6/ Pour squash mixture into baking dish.  
 Sprinkle evenly with remaining ¼ cup  
 of parmesan cheese. Add slices of   
 tomato. Bake for 20–25 minutes   
 or until just fi rm.  
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PER SERVING
Calories: 301
Fat: 14g
Saturated fat: 6g
Carbs: 20g
Fibre: 4g
Protein: 25g
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The best part 
of this dish? 

You don’t have 
to prepare 

vegetables to 
go with it! 
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Shepherd’s pie
Makes 6 servings

Our version of this classic comfort dish swaps
out red meat for turkey mince and cleverly uses
cauliflower instead of mashed potatoes loaded
with butter and cream, to pump up the protein
without all the fat. Serve with roasted green
beans for a delicious supper.

INGREDIENTS
1 large head of chopped cauliflower,
steamed (about 5 cups cooked)
2 tbsp low-fat milk
1 cup shredded cheddar cheese
2 tsp olive oil, divided
500g turkey mince
1 tsp dried thyme
¼ cup tomato paste
1 tbsp plain flour
½ cup reduced-salt chicken stock
420g can diced tomatoes
4 spring onions, chopped
½ tsp salt
Freshly ground black pepper, to taste
2 tbsp grated parmesan cheese

DIRECTIONS
1/ Preheat oven to 200˚C. Coat 20-by-20cm

baking dish with cooking spray.
2/ Place cauliflower and milk in food

processor and blend until smooth, about
1 minute. Stir in cheddar cheese. Reserve.

3/ Heat 1 tsp olive oil in a large frypan over
medium-high heat. Add turkey, breaking it
up into small pieces and cook. Remove
turkey from pan. Reserve.

4/ Reduce heat to medium. Add the
remaining tsp of olive oil to the pan.
Add thyme, tomato paste and flour and
stir to make a thick paste. Add stock and
stir, cooking for 1-2 minutes until
ingredients are combined.

5/ Add turkey, diced tomatoes and onions
to the pan and stir to combine thoroughly.
Add salt and pepper. Place the meat
mixture into prepared baking dish. Top
with cauliflower mixture, spreading an
even layer on top. Sprinkle with parmesan
cheese.

6/ Bake for 15 minutes. Heat grill and grill
for 4-5 minutes or until golden brown
on top.

Prawns
with zucchini
noodles
Makes 2 servings

Turn a traditional carb-heavy
pasta classic into a gluten-free,
paleo-friendly dish that’s minutes
in the making. The secret: use a
spiraliser (available in most home
goods stores), which helps to turn
vegetables into pasta-like spirals.
Serve with a crusty wholegrain roll
to get your carb fix.

INGREDIENTS
1½ tbsp olive oil, divided
225g fresh or thawed cleaned,
uncooked prawns, tails on
½ tsp salt
Freshly ground black pepper,
to taste
4 cloves garlic, minced
Pinch red pepper flakes,
if desired
2 tbsp lemon juice
2 tsp butter
4 cups spiralised zucchini (about
2 small to medium zucchini)

DIRECTIONS
1/ Heat half of the oil in a large

frypan over medium-high heat.
Add a single layer of prawns.
Sprinkle prawns with salt and
pepper. Cook for a minute or so,
then turn prawns to cook the
other side.

2/ Add the remaining oil, garlic and
red pepper flakes. Stir, cooking
just until the garlic begins to
brown and the prawns turn light
pink. Do not overcook.

3/ Remove prawns from pan, but
not the sauce. Keep prawns
warm. Add lemon juice and
butter to pan. When butter melts,
add zucchini noodles and toss
to combine. Cook for another
minute or so to warm noodles.

4/ To serve, place noodles on a plate
and top with prawns.

Fancy 
faux-tatoes: 

caulifl ower is 
rich in tissue-

repairing 
vitamins and 

minerals

PER SERVING
Calories: 281
Fat: 16g
Saturated fat: 4g
Carbs: 9g
Fibre: 3g
Protein: 26g

PER SERVING
Calories: 288
Fat: 11g
Saturated fat: 6g
Carbs: 20g
Fibre: 4g
Protein: 29g



Slow-cooker beef 
and mushroom stew 
Makes 6 servings

Taking a few extra minutes in the 
morning to prepare this fl avour-packed 
stew in a slow cooker means you’ll 
be greeted with a hearty meal when 
you get home at night. Using an equal 
amount of meat and mushrooms 
reduces calories while boosting your 
vegetable intake. For an even bigger 
vegie boost, serve with steamed 
broccoli. 

INGREDIENTS
 1 medium onion, chopped 
 2 cups baby carrots
 450g sliced baby bella mushrooms
 420g can diced tomatoes with juice
 1½ cups reduced-salt beef stock
 ½ cup plain fl our
 1 tsp salt
 1 tsp dried marjoram
 Freshly ground black pepper, to taste
 500g stew meat, preferably chuck, 

 cut into 1½ cm pieces
 1 cup fresh or frozen peas

DIRECTIONS
1/ Mix ingredients except beef in a 3–4-litre  
 slow cooker. Combine well, then add beef.
2/ Cover and cook on low setting for 8 hours.
3/ Just before serving, add peas. Stir well.  
 Cover and cook for 5 more minutes.

9 6  l  S H A P E

Vary this stew 
with a mixture 
of mushrooms, 
such as white 
button and 

shiitake  

PER SERVING
Calories: 5g
Fat: 5g
Saturated fat: 2g
Carbs: 21g
Fibre: 4g
Protein: 27g
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Coconut chicken 
tenders
Makes 4 servings

This crunchy, lightly pan-fried 
dish satisfi es your cravings 
for fried chicken, with a lot 
less fat. Shredded coconut 
and breadcrumbs make them 
crispy, but you can slim it 
down even more by using 
unsweetened coconut (rather 
than sweetened) and baking the 
tenders at 200˚C for 15 minutes, 
or until done. Serve with roasted 
pumpkin and/or quinoa.

INGREDIENTS
 ¼ cup plain fl our
 ½ tsp salt
 Freshly ground black 

 pepper, to taste
 1¼ cup sweetened 

 shredded coconut
 ¼ cup seasoned Panko 

 breadcrumbs
 2 large eggs
 500g boneless skinless   

 chicken breast, cut into 
 2.5cm strips
 2 tbsp canola oil

DIRECTIONS
1/ Combine fl our, salt and   
 black pepper in a shallow  
 dish large enough for   
 chicken pieces. In another   
 dish of the same size, 
 combine coconut and   
 breadcrumbs. Place eggs in  
 a third dish; beat with a fork.
2/ Coat each piece of chicken 
 in the fl our fi rst, then the egg  
 and then the coconut mix.
3/ Heat a large frypan over   
 medium-high heat. 
 Add 1 tbsp of oil to the pan  
 and heat. Add chicken to   
 the pan and cook fi ve
 minutes, turn and cook for  
 another two to three minutes  
 on the other side, depending  
 on the thickness of the   
 chicken. Repeat with 
 remaining oil and chicken. 

PER SERVING
Calories: 412
Fat: 19g
Saturated fat: 9g
Carbs: 31g
Fibre: 3g
Protein: 29g

Get more 
than half your 
daily needs of 
manganese, 
for healthy 

skin, bones and 
muscles!



LOSE 
WEIGHT 
WITH 
PLYO!
Fire up your metabolism and shed winter weight gain 
with an intense plyometrics workout. This all-in-one 
training technique, uses explosive movements to power 
up your fat-burning cylinders (and enhance bone density). 
Here, five moves that build strength, agility and a sexy 
mid-section and lower body – fast.
Text By CAT PERRY
Workout By STEVEN BENEDICT
Photographs by JAMES MICHELFELDER + THERESE SOMMERSETH
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THIS WORKOUT CAN
BE PERFORMED ONE OF TWO

WAYS – WITH LESS SETS,
MORE REPS AND LESS REST

FOR CONDITIONING OR WITH
MORE SETS, FEWER REPS AND
MORE REST FOR A STRENGTH
WORKOUT. KEEP AN EYE OUT
FOR THESE CIRCLES,WHICH

WILL TELL YOU WHAT TO
DO BASED ON THE TYPE

OF EXERCISE YOU’RE  
LOOKING FOR.
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SINGLE-LEG SQUAT
WORKS: GLUTES, HAMSTRINGS

● Stand in a Smith machine, grip the
barbell with your right hand, and hold
a dumbbell in your left hand (A).

● Raise your left leg off the floor, foot flexed,
and sink down into a squat until your right
thigh is at least parallel to the floor (B).

● Drive through your heel to push up to  
the starting position.

SINGLE-LEG STEP-UP 
WITH KNEE DRIVE
WORKS: GLUTES, HAMSTRINGS, QUADS

● Holding dumbbells in each hand, stand
with your left side next to a flat bench
and place your left foot (your driving
leg) on top of it (A).

● Push through the centre of your driving
foot, pressing your body straight up
onto the bench while lifting your right 
leg to a 90-degree angle (B).

● Reverse the motion to step back  
down, repeat.
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REPS, SET, REST
CONDITIONING:

4x12
REST 90 SECS

STRENGTH: 6x6
REST 2 MINS

REPS, SET, REST
CONDITIONING: 4x15

REST 90 SECS
STRENGTH: 6x8

REST 2 MINS

 B A 

 B A 
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ALTERNATING
JUMP LUNGES
WORKS: CORE, GLUTES,
HAMSTRINGS, QUADS, CALVES

● Starting in a lunge position with
your left leg forward, jump straight
up and switch legs mid-air, landing
softly in lunge position with your
right leg forward (A).

● Immediately push off after landing
to start your next jump, continuing 
to alternate legs (B).

REPS, SET, REST
CONDITIONING:

4x20
REST 20 SECS

BETWEEN SETS
STRENGTH: 6x12
REST 90 SECS
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BULGARIAN LUNGE
WORKS: SHOULDERS, CORE, GLUTES,  
HAMSTRINGS, QUADS

● Holding a dumbbell in each hand, stand lunge-distance 
from a box or flat bench, facing away from it.

● Place the top of your foot on the box (A).
● Keeping your chest up and your front foot flat, slowly

lower straight down into a lunge position until your front 
thigh is at least parallel to the floor (B).

● Drive through your front heel to return to standing. 

REPS, SET, REST
CONDITIONING:
3-5x15 NO REST,

ALTERNATING LEGS
STRENGTH: 6x6

 REST 2 MINS

 B 

A 
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BOX SQUAT
WORKS: CORE, GLUTES,
HAMSTRINGS, QUADS

● Holding a dumbbell in each hand,
with the tops resting on your
shoulders and your upper arms
parallel to the floor, sit on the
edge of a box or flat bench (A).

● Keeping your chest up and mid-
section tight, drive through your
heels to come to standing (B).

● Return to sitting and then repeat.

REPS, SET, REST
CONDITIONING:

5x10
REST 1 MIN
STRENGTH:

6x6
REST 2 MINS

 B 

A 
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 GET AN 
AWE-

INSPIRING
BUTT 

Want a firmer, smaller, sexier butt? Give this intensive 
routine a whirl – your glutes won’t know what hit ’em! 

By CHRIS ARTIS // Photographs by TOM CORBETT

Whether you’re rocking skin-tight jeans 
or sporting itty-bitty bike shorts, you want 

to fill them out with a perfect posterior. 
Your glutes are a hard-working trio – a muscle 
group comprised of the gluteus maximus, the 

gluteus minimus and the gluteus medius. 
Give them the respect they deserve with 

this butt-boosting routine.
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SIDE LEG PRESS
WORKS: Glutes, quads 

(A).

B).

SMITH MACHINE 
BOOTY BURNER
WORKS: Glutes, hamstrings 

(A).

(B).

TIP NO. 1 
MAINTAIN GOOD 

FORM: KEEP 
YOUR BACK 
STRAIGHT 

AND SHOULDERS 
ACTIVATED

  A        

  B        

  A        

  B        
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TUSH-TONING WEIGHTED WALKING LUNGE
WORKS: Glutes, hamstrings, quads, calves

(A)

(B).

TIP NO.  2
DURING 

LUNGES KEEP 
STANCE WIDE 
ENOUGH TO 
MAINTAIN 
BALANCE

  A        

  B        
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SMITH MACHINE 
WIDE SQUAT
WORKS: Glutes, quads

 (A).

(B).
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TIP NO. 3 
MAKE CERTAIN YOU 

ARE BELOW PARALLEL 
AT BOTTOM THE AND 
DON’T GO TO FULL 
EXTENSION AT THE 
TOP, MAINTAINING 

CONSTANT TENSION 
DURING THE SET

  A        

  B        
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WIDE-STANCE 
MEDICINE BALL JUMP
WORKS: Abs, glutes, quads, 
hamstrings, calves

(A).

 (B)

TIP NO.  4
A HEAVIER MED 
BALL MEANS AN 

EVEN BETTER 
BOOTY BLAST

  A        

  B        



LEAN, LONG  

Finally: yoga that builds lean muscle and makes the fat melt
away. This just-right blend of sculpting and calorie-torching

poses gives you the slim, defined physique you want and  
the strong, clear mind you need.

CALORIE-BURNING YOGA
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  & STRONG

By Jaclyn Emerick  
Photographs by Francisco Garcia
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“REMEMBER TO 
BREATHE! WHEN 
YOU HOLD YOUR 

BREATH YOUR 
MUSCLES GET TENSE, 

WHICH MAKES IT 
HARDER TO HOLD 

ANY POSE, BECAUSE 
YOUR BODY DOESN’T 

HAVE THE ABILITY 
TO ADJUST” 
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You can’t talk yoga without talking 
about breathing. When you breathe, 
you deliver blood and oxygen to 
your muscles. This is particularly 
important with yoga because you 
connect the transition of every 
movement with each inhale and 
exhale, Kristoffer explains. This 
relaxes muscles and enhances 
flexibility, letting you get deeper 
into the poses and eventually 
become stronger, faster. As you go 
through these moves: inhale when a 
posture requires you to expand and 
open your chest, and exhale during 
those positions when you contract 
your chest or fold forward. ➜
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You’ll probably fall out of an inversion 
or lose your balance, but getting back 
up is more important than how many 
times you hit the mat, says Kristoffer, 
who believes that the way you handle 
trial and error with this workout can 
translate to how you would overcome 
challenges in real life. That’s why she 
included so many tough poses in the 
routine.“You may not know what 
you’re capable of until you try,” she 
says. You’re about to find out.

YOUR PLAN
Do each move in order. You’ll  either 
hold the pose for time or do reps. 
Each move indicates how  it should 
be done. Do 1 set. Or, if you’re feeling 
up to it, repeat the workout. Do 
this workout 3 or 4 times a week on 
alternate days, and expect to see 
results in as few as three weeks. 

YOU’LL NEED 
A yoga mat

KORAL BRA TOP. 
BALINI SPORTS 
LEGGINGS

“CONSIDER THIS 
YOUR SWEATY 
YOGA PARTY – 
TRY THE ROUTINE 
WITH HIGH-
ENERGY MUSIC. 
YOU’LL WALK 
AWAY FEELING 
CLEAR- HEADED 
AND HAPPY BUT 
EXHAUSTED AT 
THE SAME TIME” 
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IT’S TIME 
TO MOVE

This tough workout takes 
focus and drive to master, 

but the body and brain 
benefits are so worth it

SPIRIT DIVE
Works shoulders,
chest, biceps, abs, butt,
quads, calves
Stand with feet hip-width
apart and arms at sides.
Bend over and plant
palms on floor about
50cm in front of your
feet to start. Lift right leg,
rising onto ball of your
left foot [A]. Push off left
foot to float legs up (right
leg will bend) and bend
elbows towards rib cage
to lower body [B], pulling
chest forward as you land
on left foot in the bottom
of a single-leg push-up
[C]. Keep leg lifted and
roll onto top of left foot,
straighten arms, lift chest,
and arch back (left leg is
about 5cm off mat). Press
hips up to down dog and
walk back to starting
position for 1 rep. Do 10
reps. Switch sides; repeat.
Make it easier: hop only
2-3cm off the floor.

STANDING TWIST KRIYA
Works back, abs, obliques, butt, quads
Stand with feet hip-width apart and extend arms out 
to sides at shoulder height with palms facing forward 
to start. Shift weight onto left leg and lift your right 
leg to hip level as you rotate torso (keeping arms in a 
T position) towards right to grab outside of foot with 
left hand [shown]. Return to starting position. Switch
sides; repeat. Go as quickly as you can for 1 minute.
Make it easier: if you can’t touch your foot, tap the
outside of your shin or thigh.

BOAT-LOCUST
ROLLOVER
Works back, chest, abs,
obliques
Lie facedown with arms
and legs extended on floor.
Lift chest and thighs [A].
Release. Roll over your left
shoulder, coming to sit on
your tailbone, lifting torso
and legs to form a V shape
(arms parallel to floor) [B].
Lower. Roll over your right
shoulder. Repeat, alternating
the direction you roll each
time, for 1 minute.
Make it easier: keep your
knees bent when face-up
or lightly hold your thighs.

1

STEAL HER STYLE:
SO LOW BRA TOP. OLYMPIA
ACTIVEWEAR LEGGINGS

2

3

A

B

A

B

C
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ROCK-STAR DIP
Worksshoulders,back,
chest,biceps,butt,
quads,hamstrings
Stand with feet hip-
width apart and arms
at sides. Bend over and
plant palms on floor
about a metre in front
of your toes (so body
forms an inverted V
shape) to start. Lift and
extend left leg. Bend
the knee, opening your
hip until you rotate
over your left shoulder,
lifting and reaching

left arm overhead until
hips face up. Keep right
palm planted with
arm straight, bend left
knee sotoescometo
thefloor,extend right
leg forward with foot
rotating so outer edge
is on the floor; lift hips
and drop headback
[A].Droprighthip to
hover5cm off floor [B].
Lift hips back to [A] for
1 rep. Do 10 reps. Switch
sides; repeat.
Make it easier: start
from a side plank on
your forearm.

SIDE-PLANK CRUNCH
Worksshoulders, abs,obliques,
butt,outerand inner thighs
Get in side plank on your left palm. Reach your right
arm over your ear and raise and extend your right
leg to start. Bend your right elbow and your right
knee to draw them to touch above your right hip
[shown]. Return to starting position for 1 rep. Do
10 reps. Switch sides; repeat. Make it easier: do
side plank on your forearm or stay on your palm
but keep your bottom shin on the ground.

PEACEFUL
HALF-MOON
Worksabs,obliques,
butt,quads,hamstrings
Lunge with left leg
forward, right leg straight,
and toes turned out. Reach
left arm back and up, gaze
up, slide right arm down
your leg [A] to start. Shift
weight onto left leg and
straighten it, reaching left
arm to touch floor. Float
right leg up and reach
arm back and up. Gaze at
your hand [B].Reverse to
starting position for 1 rep.
Do 10 reps. Switch sides;
repeat. Make it easier:
bend your standing leg or
reach to a yoga block.

FIERCE TRIANGLE
Worksshoulders, chest, triceps, abs,
obliques,hamstrings, inner thighs
Stand with feet wide and arms at sides. Rotate your
right foottotheright90degreesandyour left foot to
the right 45 degrees. Extend arms overhead, lean torso
to the right, and press your hips towards the left. Bend
your right elbow to drop your right hand between your
shoulder blades and bend your left elbow to reach your
left hand up your mid-back to clasp your right hand
[shown]. Reach elbows back to open chest and hold
for 30 seconds. Switch sides; repeat.
Make it easier: just hold the pose with your arms
overhead.

DANCER ROLL-UP
Worksabs,butt,quads,
hamstrings
Stand with feet hip-width
apart and arms at sides.
Shift weight onto left leg as
you bend right leg back and
up to grab outer edge of
foot with right hand (lightly
press the foot away from
you). Keep chest lifted and
reach left arm forward and
up [A] to start. Slowly bend
forward, reaching left hand
to the floor, slightly arching
your spine [B]. Slowly
reverse to starting position
for 1 rep. Do 10 reps. Switch
sides; repeat.
Make it easier: bend your
standing leg or reach to
a yoga block.

4

5

6

GALAVASANA ROCK
Worksshoulders, chest,
triceps, abs,quads,
hamstrings, inner thighs
Stand with feet together
and arms at sides. Extend
arms overhead and lower
into a half-squat. Cross
right ankle over your
left thigh [A] to start.
Bend your left knee and
fold forward to plant
your hands on the floor
shoulder-width apart.
Hook your right toes

around your left triceps
and allow your right shin
to restonyourupper arms. 
Lean onto your hands and 
try to lift your left heel
towards your butt [B].
Slowly reverse to starting 
position for 1 rep. Do 10
reps. Switch sides; repeat. 
Make it easier: if you can’t 
balance on your hands
right away, simply put as
much weight into your
hands as you can. Look
forward. The strength
will come with practice.

7

9

8

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B
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 4                                   

loves...
shape What we’re into this 

month that can help 
you SHAPE your life

1. HANG TEN, BABY
Rip Curl Search GPS Watch

 The only activity tracker built for the 
surf. The Rip Curl SearchGPS records 
wave count, distance paddled and top 
speeds. Sync sessions on your phone. 

ripcurl.com.au

 3   

2. LESS IS MORE
Nike Free Collection

  Nike introduces three new styles: 
the Nike Free 3.0 Flyknit, the Nike 
Free 4.0 Flyknit and the Nike Free 5.0.

nike.com/au

3. GET A LIFT
Denise Austin Yoga Booty Lift DVD

  A 30-minute fat burning workout 
featuring both yoga and barre moves, 
plus a bonus 10 minute arm toner. 

scooterentertainment.com.au

4. DINNER, SORTED
Steggles Just Eat It

  Steggles Just Eat it is a range of 
sliced, cooked chicken and turkey 
that can be enjoyed cold or hot, 
right out of the easy-peel pack. 

steggles.com.au

5. FIND YOUR BALANCE
Vagisil pH Balance Feminine Wash 

  Scientifi cally proven. Can be 
used every day to support a healthy 
external pH balance, essential to 
the body’s natural defences.

vagisil.com

 1   

 5   

 2   

 6   

6. SOMETHING TO STAND FOR
Varidesk

  Burn more calories throughout 
the day and increase energy and  
productivity with this height-adjustable 
desk at which you can sit and stand. 

au.varidesk.com
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Fast-track  

BY ALYSSA SHAFFER /// WORKOUT BY GINO CACCAVALE ///
PHOTOGRAPHS BY JAMES PATRICK /// PRODUCED BY TARA CANOVA

Sculpt your entire body with this speedy metabolism-
boosting routine – you’ll hit all your major muscles  

while blasting calories in just six moves

YOUR

HIGH-ROPE LUNGING ROW
WORKS: SHOULDERS, BACK, THIGHS

▶ Stand in front of a
cable pulley with the
rope attachment above
forehead level. Place your
right foot about 80cm to
the rear. Grasp rope with
both hands, palms facing 
inwards A. 

 

▶ Lower right knee to the
floor while drawing elbows
towards shoulders, pulling 
rope to eye level B.

▶ Straighten legs and arms
to return to start position.

▶ Perform two sets of
20/15 reps for each leg.

TIP
Keep your
upper arms
parallel
to the floor
and elbows in
line with your 
shoulders 

 fat burn
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▶ Stand with feet slightly wider than hip-
distance apart, holding a single dumbbell
with both hands, in front of thighs, palms 
facing inwards.

▶ Squat down, keeping your eyes forward 
and dumbbell parallel to the floor A.

▶ Stand up, lifting dumbbell overhead  
while keeping arms straight B.

▶Bend both elbows, lowering dumbbell
towards the back of your neck C. Hold for  
a one-count, then straighten arms so  
weight is above head.

▶Keeping arms straight, return to squat, 
lowering dumbbell towards floor.

▶ Perform two sets of 20/15 chops.

SLEDGEHAMMER
WORKS: SHOULDERS, TRICEPS, LEGS 

TIP
Keep your arms
straight as you 
lower into
squat, and
stand up as
if swinging a
sledgehammer
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▶Stand with feet hip-width apart,
holding kettlebell with both hands  
in front of thighs.

▶Cross left leg behind right, bending
both knees about 90 degrees; keep
right shin perpendicular to floor.
At the same time, lower kettlebell 
outside right foot A.

▶Return to starting position while
pulling kettlebell to chest, raising
elbows upwards until slightly higher 
than shoulder level B.

▶Switch sides and repeat, crossing
right foot behind left. That’s one rep.

▶Perform two sets of lunges for  
15/12 repetitions.  

CROSSBACK LUNGE
WITH HIGH PULL
WORKS: SHOULDERS, HIPS, 
GLUTES, THIGHS

▶ Sit at a lat pulldown machine
with your right hand grasping
a single cable handle, arm
extended. Hold a kettlebell in
your left hand in rack position,
keeping left elbow close to
side and hand close to shoulder, 
palm facing in A.

▶ Pull right arm down until fist
is slightly above shoulder. At
the same time, press kettlebell
overhead, keeping weight in
line with shoulder B. Reverse 
movements and repeat.

▶ Perform two sets of push-pull 
with each arm for 15/12 reps.

SEATED PUSH-PULL
WORKS: SHOULDERS, BACK 

TIP
Be sure not to lock
your elbows during 
the movements

TIP
Keep your front
knee over your
ankle and push
up through
your front leg
as you return
to standing
position 
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SQUAT WITH
HIGH-CABLE CURL
WORKS: BICEPS, CORE, LEGS

▶Stand with one leg on either
side of long-range row bench,
feet hip-width apart. Hold
straight bar with an underhand
grip, arms extended at shoulder 
height.

▶Squat down until glutes tap
bench, keeping arms straight A.

▶Rise up from squat while
simultaneously curling bar
towards forehead; keep upper 
arms parallel to floor B.

▶Perform two sets of 20/15 
repetitions.

▶Attach a two- to four-kilo ankle weight to left ankle
and get into a push-up position, wrists directly under
shoulders and legs extended, abs tight. Lift left leg  
until ankle is slightly above hip height A.

▶Perform push-up, bending elbows just past 90 degrees 
while curling left heel towards glutes. Keep left knee 
higher than right B.

▶Perform two sets of 20 push-ups and curls with each leg.

SCORPION PUSH-UP
WORKS: CHEST, CORE, GLUTES, HAMSTRINGS

TIP
Keep your
bent leg above  
the hips to
engage
the hamstrings  
and glutes

TIP
Keep your abs
tight as you
bring bar toward
your forehead,
providing support
throughout the 
movement
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T
he perks of positive 
self-talk  aren’t just 
in your head, says 
Dr Gabriele Oettingen, 
a psychologist who’s 

spent 20 years studying self-talk 
science, and author of Rethinking 
Positive Thinking. When done 
correctly, it can impact the 
sympathetic nervous system to 
temporarily lift blood pressure, 
a sign of increased energy and 
motivation. But “just thinking 
positively to achieve goals is 
much less effective than we’d 
expect,” says Dr Oettingen. What 
is helpful: tempering a rah-rah 
attitude – “You can do this!” – with 
mental mantras that are based in 
reality. The idea is to identify the 
pitfalls standing between you and 
a goal, then create upbeat scripts 
to cue you through how you’ll 
overcome them. This research-
backed technique helps you 
identify unattainable dreams early 
on – and gives you the internal 

The power 
of self-talk

encouragement you need to tackle 
surmountable obstacles before 
they trip you up, fast-tracking you 
to success. Dr Oettingen calls the 
four-step process ...

WOOP!
Make a Wish
First, think of a desire you’d like 
to fulfil. It can be big or something 
smaller, such as, “I want to try 
out that intense new Tabata 
class at my gym.” To strengthen 
your commitment to the goal, 
mentally repeat it to yourself. 
Or use Dr Oettingen’s free WOOP 
app (woopmylife.org) to record it.

Imagine the Outcome
Next, consider how you’ll benefit 
from achieving the goal. Think 
details, both short-term and long-
term. So you might tell yourself, 
“After completing the class, I’ll feel 
accomplished, energised, happier – 

and I’ll even be on the road 
to dropping some weight.”

Anticipate Obstacles
Now that your wish is solidified, 
articulate the roadblocks standing 
in the way of your success. For 
example: “I’m probably going to 
feel really exhausted part-way 
through the class and be tempted 
to give up.” Admitting this to 
yourself up front means you won’t 
feel as discouraged if and when 
you do hit the hurdle later on.

Hatch a Plan
Finally, map your attack using 
“If [obstacle], then I will [plan]” 
sentences. For instance, tell 
yourself, “If I feel so pooped that 
I want to quit, then I’ll take a 
30-second water break and remind 
myself the class is only 45 minutes 
long.” Visualise yourself carrying 
out this plan. That way when 
the roadblock does arise, you’ll 
automatically react with the scripted 
solution without even thinking.
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 2g
  SUGAR

9g
  FIBRE

 20g
PROTEIN

reflex-nutrition.com.au
Refl ex Nutrition Australia @Refl exRBar

#RtheBar

Protein, bar none
R-BAR Protein is a bar of unrivalled quality incorporating nutritionally uncompromised 

ingredients. Created in our bespoke state of the art factory in the UK, every ingredient has 
been carefully selected providing you with the finest protein, whole nut butters, cocoa butter 
and carefully tailored natural flavours. Crucially, it contains NO palm oil, soy protein, glucose 

syrup, gluten or GMO ingredients. It also contains no artificial flavourings or colours.

They say it beats

I’d say

no competition
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